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Orientation with a twist for class of '97
By Siri Engstrom
Assistant News Editor
It has become an annual tradition. 665 strangers ventured to
Hood Canal on the edge of the
majestic Olympic National Forest
for two three-day sessions and returned with new campus connections.
While some hardy Passages participants ventured on backpacking
trips in the wilderness, others remained at base camp, taking part
in a range of activities, including
an overnight canoe expedition, a
mountain biking trek, a trip to
Victoria and multiple day hikes.
A few early risers even watched
the sun peek over the Olympics.
Activities were concentrated in
small groups with a single intent
— to bond.
"The objective is to make connections," said "Metaphor Man,"
Bruce Clemetsen, director of residential programs and co-director
of Passages.
With bonding in mind, base
campers took part in everything
from massage and nature photography to ethnic dancing and snorkeling in 50 degree Hood Canal. A
scenic ferry trip to Victoria, B.C.,
was offered to the Gold Passages
group and was reported to be a
success.
Some of this year's new activities were considered successes.
"It was totally killer! It was hard

0

Praying for the sun, numerous Passages participants head for the water, hoping to find the elusive rays of the Northwest
but worth it," said freshman Matt
Harris describing the eig hteen-anda-half mile mountain biking trek.
The five hour ride started on the
road and finished in the trees on
offroad trails.
"The best part was the last fiveand-a-half miles downhill,"
laughed Tamra Peterson once
safely back in her dorm room.
The canocrs started out on the

second day of base camp and
paddled two and-a-half miles to a
peninsula where they spent the
night, ate bagels and bonded. Although the canoers ended up with
excess food, the backpackers were
caught short and learned to love
the taste of burned fruit cobbler
and cold oatmeal.
"We cooked shitty food around a
little stove ... I had the time of my

life!" exclaimed advanced backpacker Jori Chisholrn. "The group
chemistry was perfect."
Passages comes al the ideal moment when people are looking for
close contact after leaving home,
friends and familiar surroundings.
At the end of the three days, most
students were sad to leave, but
took heart in the thought that it
was, "only the beginning of an

awesome thing.... It was the best
experience of my life," said
Chisholm.
"Our leader finally gave up the
ice-breaking games because we all
got along so well," said Rex Boyd,
a base camp canoeist. Despite the
criticism that ice-breaking games
get, most students agreed that Passages, the biggest ice-breaker of
them all, was time well spent and
ice well broken.

ASUPS freezes yearbook funds
y Rebecca Page
News Editor
In a decision that overturned the
ASUPS budget committee's recommendation, last spring Senate
froze funds for the 1993-94 yearbook. As of September 1, the start
of the new fiscal year, the
Tamanawas staff has no budget
for a new yearbook and the question remains: "Will there be a yearbook and what form will it take?"

of troubles, and the staff, "has not
produced anything worthwhile for
the past three years," said Edwards.
There never was a 1990-91 book
and the 1991-92 book was a source
of general complaint.
No one has seen the 1992-93
book, scheduled to be available
the first week of October, but
Edwards said it shows promise.
The staff won an award for design

see YEARBOOK page 4

School of Business Dean resigns

Judity Kay gets to know students

By Bruno Zalubil

Kay steps in as D.O.S.
Z1By Hilary Johnson
Guest Writer
After the first in-school week of
her new job, Judith Kay's enthusiasm remains strong. In 1992, she
took a position as assistant professor in the religion department here
at the University of Puget Sound.
Now, only one year later, Kay sits
at the Dean of Students desk.
"The president called me into
her office and asked if I would do
this for a year and I guffawed,"
said Kay. Kay never thought she
would become a dean.
The Dean of Students acts as a
student advocate to the administration, keeping tabs on student
needs and concerns.

according to ASUPS vice-president Chuck Edwards.
Senate discusses whether to lift
the freeze upon funding at tonight's
formal Senate meeting. Rachael
Bergner and Susan Lamb, co-editors, will attempt to convince senators not to hold them responsible
for the troubles of the staff in past
years. Senate meetings are at 6:00
pm, Thursdays in the SUB Boardroom.
Tamanawas has a recent history

The vacancy occurred last spring
when former dean of students
David Dodson announced sudden
plans to leave. Kay assumed the
duties for the year while a committee searches for a permanent replacement_
Though her role as dean lasts
only a year, Kay said she is treating
this job like it will last forever.
Setting limits will keep things from
happening. Kay has three goals for
the coming year.
First, she wants to concentrate
on community building and diver-

see D.D.S. page 4

Contributing Editor
After receiving a grant for a
$250,000 to revamp the Puget
Sound business program, John
Dickson has stepped down as
the Dean of the School of Business and Public Administration.
And the business major as we
know it is no more.
Over the summer the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation awarded
the University the grant to
"implement a series of new interdisciplinary liberal arts majors which will replace the traditional business major."
Dickson, who submitted his
letter of resignation in June,
served as dean for eight years
before the University announced
his resignation Tuesday.

Earlier this week, pamphlets were
distributed to business majors and
minors informing them of an opportunity to meet with Dickson
and President Pierce to ask questions about the changes within the
discipline. The meeting will be
Friday in McIntyre 103 at 3 p.m.
"I'm the man-in-between now at

"I'm the man-inbetween now at a
very challenging
time at UPS"
a very challenging time at UPS,"
Dickson told The Morning News
Tribune. "And I didn't want to be

the man-in-between."
The University named Bob
Waldo as the new leader for the
business school, effective August 1, 1994. Waldo, who has
worked in industry for 20 years
and at the University for 19,
directed thebusiness school from
1974 to 1980.
Due to the changes brought by
the Mellon grant, however,
Waldo's official title is still unknown. But, he will assume all
the responsibilities of a dean.
Dickson is the fourth Dean to
resign from the university in the
past eight months. Earlier this
year Jim Bond (law school
Dean), Tom Davis (Vice President and University Dean) and
David Dodson (Dean of Students) all resigner! within three
months of
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Sexual Harassment:

HOTO POLL

Long awaited policy still in draft form
CIBy A. Damon
Guest Writer
Where does the promised new
sexual harassment policy stand?
Despite assurances that it would
be completed over the summer, a

"The object is to do
it expediently"
draft was not circulated until this
week.
The administration heralds the
new policy as a more comprehensive approach to handling sexual
harassment than the handful of
policies in effect now.
Alan Smith, assistant to the presi-

dent, was chosen to draft the new
policy. Smith said that once in effect it will replace all previous
Puget Sound documents on sexual
harassment.
The President's ad-hoc Sexual
Harassment Advisory committee
will reconvene for the semester to
look at the new policy, as early as
next week. Following approval by
the committee, the policy will be
formally reviewed by Faculty Professional Standards and Student
Life Committees.
Smith said it is hard to say exactly when the new policy will go
into effect. He hopes the policy
will be approved by the board of
trustees by the end of the fall term.
"The object is to do it expediently," said Smith.
He sees the new policy's goal as
more than just a consolidation of

previous policies. The document
"states policy and procedure, but
also provides enough information
about policy and procedure for
people to understand it."
Smith drew on a number of
sources to produce the current draft
of the policy. He said input from
students and faculty weighed
heavily in the design of the new
policy, as did model policies and
sexual harassment policies from
other universities.
When the.policy is presented to
campus, Smith hopes it can be discussed in an open forum. Input
from students can influence the
final form of the sexual harassment policy because the trustees
will not have voted on the policy
yet. Smith will write the final draft
of the policy before presentation to
the trustees.

Did Orientation live up to
your expectations?

"Definitely, except
backpackers need
more food!!!"
-Lara
Pazemenas

Immigrants scapegoat for economy
)Jf

13
^,C.S

Political Commentary
OBy Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist

Whenever Americans feel threatened financially or see something
amiss in America they target a
scapegoat, usually a group of innocent people, to vent their anger
and frustration. Immigrants, mostly

from south of the U.S. border, are
America's current scapegoat.
The use of taxpayers' dollars for
social services like welfare and
food stamps are wasted on immigrants, some citizens say. They
complain that immigrants are taking advantage of America's social
programs. Those who make these
comments usually neglect to back
up their accusations with facts.
Probably because they cannot find
any.
Here are some facts, borrowed
from National Immigration Forum
Executive Director Frank Sharry,
to dispel such false accusations:
70 percent of all immigrants who enter the U.S. do so in
order to join loved ones and family. That should make former Vice
President Dan Quay le and his "family values" cult happy.
Immigrants put more
into the economy than they take
out. They receive $5 billion in welfare, but they repay it nearly twentyfold by paying $90 billion in taxes.
Immigrants are three
times more likely to save money

and open up a small business of
their own, creating new jobs in an
economy sorely in need of them.
The next argument the immigrant-basher throws out is: "How
do we save the money being spent
on border patrol to keep out illegal
aliens?"
It is an intelligent question and
has a simple solution. Destroy all
immigration barriers and open up
the American borders. 80 percent
of all immigrants enter the U.S.
legally. The small portion that do
not are rarely caught and returned
to their native soil. Basically, the
tax payers are paying for a border
patrol program that doesn't work.
Let's get rid of
Open up the borders and permit
anyone, regardless of race,
ethnicity, religion or sexual orientation, to enter the U.S. After all,
every U.S. citizen, after the Native
Americans, is an immigrant or a
descendant of an immigrant. If we
tighten or close our borders we
renege upon every promise of freedom granted to us and our forefathers.

"We thought it would be more entertaining. "
-Michelle Martin & Jenny Sabin

"Orientation was
all I dreamed of
and more."
-Brian
Ludwig

CRIMES ON CAMPUS
30 August through 7 September 1993
30 August, 10:00 PM Two separate campus residents reported receiving obscene
telephone calls. Both calls came from unknown off-campus locations.
Security responded to a disturbance on Union Ave.
30 August, 11:33 PM
involving fireworks. Several bottle rockets were exchanged between
two houses.

1 September, 9:07 AM A student reported the theft of her bicycle from her house

"I wish we had
more time on our
own."
-Kari Neal

on North 14th and Washington Streets. The pipe the bike was locked
to was cut and the bike was carried off.

1 September Two separate campus residents reported receiving obscene telephone
calls. These calls were also from off-campus locations. The calls are
similar in content and appear to be related.
2 September, 10:02 AM A Plant staff member reported some expensive furniture
missing from the Student Union Building. It is believed the furniture
disappeared early in the morning.

A Plant staff member reported damage to the Regester
Hall bicycle cage. Unknown suspects tampered with some patchwork
done to repair previous damage.

3 September, 10:30 AM

4 September, 12:14 AM Tacoma Police responded to Anderson/Langdon Hall to
assist Security staff in dealing with a disturbance between two stu
dents.
5 September, 2:42 AM Security staff responded to a disturbance between members
of two fraternities. The disturbance was the result of an exchange of
insults.
Submitted by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services

"It was a great way to meet our classmates. We had a blast."
-Terry Long & Wade Bundy
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School blocks well-trod path
UIBy Rebecca Page
News Editor
The Trail extends a warm Puget
Sound welcome to the latest in a
line of attempts to curb malicious
walking by our students, staff and
faculty. The newest member of the
close-knit Puget Sound community is the orange-fruited hedge
occupying the grassy space by the
fountain in Jones Circle.
The hedge belongs to the genus
pyracantha, a.k.a. fire-thorn. The
variety now located in the circle is
the mohave, a particularly hardy
variety with an unpalatable fireorange berry. The hedge is deciduous and the fruit develops in the
fall.
The pyracantha was chosen because it is relatively easy to train.
The bush has reached its ultimate
height, but as it grows the branches

will be woven into a french braid
design. Wires are strung through
the hedge for support but they will
be removed as the hedge develops.
The campus community seems
split over this issue. Many students oppose the new hedge.
"I hate it," said Junior Allie
Shukraft. "It's ugly. The orange is
distracting, it takes away from the
classic collegiate look and I think
the wires are dangerous—they're
hard to see."
Others claim not to see cause for
a fuss.
"I am surrounded by a lot of upat-arms sentiment. I'm not a defender of the hedge, I am actually
pretty indifferent," said senior
John Harding.
The battle of the path first began
back in the spring of 1991. At first
the administration hoped the grass

Strikeout AIDS,
join county Walk
❑ By Bruno Zalubil
Contributing Editor

educate the community on a massive scale.
Many still believe that AIDS is
only a disease threatening the ho2,456 out of 4,228.
mosexual community. But, though
If they were baseball statistics,
the homosexual/bisexual commuthe state of Washington would be
nity suffers disproportionately
batting .581 with a whole lot of hits
from the disease, it is not confined
only 10 years after getting its first.
to the non-heterosexual populaBut, they aren't hits.
tion. In this state, 3,172 homoThey're deaths.
And Washington is definitely not sexual and bisexual men represent
winning.
75 percent of the people with AIDS,
Since the first Washington case
but there are also 12 children under
five years of age and four in the 5was diagnosed in early 1983, over
to 12-year old age bracket who
half of the residents who have conhave the disease. Nationwide,
tracted Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) have
AIDS is already the ninth leading
died. In Pierce
cause of death
County alone,
for children
300 people have
under four
The Seco nd Annual
been diagnosed
years of age
Pierce County
with the disease;
and the number
AIDS Walk
165 have died
of HIV-infrom it.
fected mothers
September 18,1993
Statistics can be
bearing chilat Fireman's Park
manipulated, but
dren is exRegistration: 8:30 a.m.
unfortunately,
pected to inOpening: 10 a.m.
numbers don't
crease 400%
lie. Perhaps that
by the year
stark reality is what makes AIDS
1995.
so painful; we know the death toll
Experts predict that 15,000 to
is undeniably true.
20,000 people in Washington have
On September 18, over 1,500
the Human Immunodeficiency
people are expected to take to the
Virus (HIV) and will eventually
streets of Tacoma to fight the discontract AIDS.
ease in the second annual Pierce
With support from the commuCounty AIDS Walk.
nity many lives can be saved and
Campus groups, including
the disease may eventually
ASUPS and Senate, are already
strikeout.
forming to support the pledge walk.
Groups of ten walkers will be entered into the team competition,
but individuals can compete for
individual prizes. Pick up a brochure at the Information Booth or
call the Pierce County AIDS Foundation at 591-8540 for more information.
Teams or individuals who raise
the most money or have the most
sponsors will receive prizes for
their toils. Incentives include a
Mountain Bike, a FOX TV Jacket,
a night and dinner at the Sheraton
and various dinners at quality restaurants in Tacoma.
The course features eight, 4 hr.
In trying to stop the spread of the
classes plus weekly tutorials.
pandemic, money generated by the
The price–$395. Call now
Walk will fund the operation of all
for a free seminar. 524-4915.
six AIDS service and education
agencies in Pierce County. These
agencies coordinate client advocacy, case management, counseling, community prevention, education and much more.
The large demonstration will also
Next LSAT classes begin October 2, 5, 6, & 7.
Next GRE class begins October 18.
serve as a city-size classroom to

would grow back over the summer. The new solution looks to be
more permanent than the last, for
those old-timers who recall the
"PLEASE USE SIDEWALKS"
signs that were posted two years
ago (Trail, 9/26/91, p.1).
Several possible options, including one for concrete paths, were
presented to Vice President of finances Ray Bell to deal with the
short-cutting issue. But the firethorn hedge won out and was
planted mid-summer.
So why all of the fuss? If the
campus community chooses to
walk in a diagonal line from the
student union to the library, where's
the problem?
Plant department manager of
custodial and grounds services
John Robins explained the dilemma: "Basically you're dealing
with an architectural philosophy..

. . it's a very expensive style and
we pay a real premium" to maintain it.
The brown path violated that
style.
The paths to the fountain in Jones
Circle were not intended for mass
transit but to provide access to the

fountain and a pleasing visual picture.
In the interest of maintaining our
architectural design, and protecting your own skin from the barbarous spikes of the fire-thorn, we
suggest walking the long way
around Jones Circle.

Sudden departures injure football
DBy Jon Wolfer
Assistant Sports Editor
Thirty-two.
That's how many passing yards
Jason Olson needed to become
the all-time leading passer in
Puget Sound football history.
Thirty-two yards.
But rather than throw three,
maybe four medium-length
completions, Olson decided not
to come back to school.
Defensive lineman Mark Giese
and running back Sean Donohoe
made similar decisions and the
Puget Sound football program
will feel the losses when the season starts September 18 against
Southern Oregon State College.
Olson and Donohoe were team
captains.
The apparent reasons for the
retirements are personal. Olson
could not be reached for comment. The Morning News Tribune reported in the September
7 issue that Giese was tired of
playing the game.
Giese is still enrolled at the
University; Olson, who would
have been a senior, has withdrawn from classes.

Last season, Olson was named to
the All-Columbia Football League
honorable mention list as a quarterback. He was the starting quarterback all three seasons he suited
up as a Logger.
Besides topping Puget Sound's
passing yardage list, Olson had an
excellent chance to become the
school's all-time leader in touchdown passes and pass attempts.
At 6-foot-2 and 249 pounds,
Giese was one of the biggest and
strongest Loggers. Last season he
had 22 tackles and assisted on 24
others.
Sean Donohoe was expected to
contend for the running-back vacancy left by UPS's all-time leading rusher Gary McCurty last year,
who now plays professionally for
Sacramento in the Canadian Football League.
The team, however, is taking the
personnel void as best as it can.
When asked what effect the sudden departures will have on the
1993 team, Coach Hjelseth replied:
"No effect."
"We will simply concentrate on
the guys that are here," Hjelseth
added.
"This is going to have some im-

pact," said Greg Fisher, a senior
defensive back,. "but in the long
run, I think it will make us a
better team. This will help pull
us together as a team and let us
know what we're playing football for— the love of the game."
"We'll miss them," added
sophomore offensive lineman
Mike Preston. "We're losing two
captains and two great players,
but we'll do fine."
Olson will be replaced by
sophomore Chris Schlecht, who
saw limited action last year but
still compiled a 52-percent passing percentage. Giese's successor will be Allan Galanti, a 6foot 270-pound sophomore who
was expected to challenge for
playing time anyway.
Replacing Olson and Giese as
team captains is junior Aaron
McCoy and seniors Jeff Vaughn
and Todd Cooley. The three
join seniors Rodney Emmons
and Christian McDonald as the
1993 captains.
Hjelseth says he, for one, has a
very short memory span.
"We have to focus on the players that we have now, and move
forward," he said.

TRYING TO SELL SOMETHING?
•

WANT THE WHOLE CAMPUS
TO KNOW?
•
•

••

Duy a TRAIL CLASS/F/6-D

I— 6 LINES, 28 SPACES EACH = $4 Please write one letter per dash
Name:

Phone number:

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
for a very
comprehensive test.

STEVEN KLEIN
LSAT(and GRE)CO.
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YEARBOOKfrom page 1
in a four-day yearbook competition at Pacific Lutheran University this summerand received four
free pages of color for the 19931994 book.
With an annual budget of approximately $40,000, Tamanawas
contracts with Jostens Company
to mail a yearbook to every graduating senior and to produce an additional 1,300 copies for general
distribution. Despite the disparity
between the number of books produced and the number of undergraduate students at Puget Sound,

D.O.S. from page 1
sity acceptance. Kay said the campus needs to respond to last
spring's rally against racism. The
rally occurred after two incidents
of anti-sem itic and racist graffiti
were found in residence halls.
Students called for change but
felt cynical about ever seeing it.
She has already initiated a program to help bring about the
change. In late September, representatives from the National Coa-

"The president
called me into her
office and asked if
I would do this for
a year and I guffawed,"
lition Building Institute will train
a task force compiled of students,
faculty, and staff to facilitate programs aimed at breaking down
barriers in the campus community.
Another of Kay's goals is to
open communication on campus
between men and women.
With issues such as sexual harassment and aquaintance rape
recurring on campus, she said
bettercommunication will enable
men and women to understand
each other's point of view. She
would like to see "men refusing
to take part in the targeting of
women and women refusing to
take part in the targeting of men."
A third goal centers around leadership. Kay wants to encourage
students to find their own leader-

ASUPS has opportunities for all

recent interest in the book has been
low and not all copies have been
picked up.
During the spring budgeting
process, the budget committee
recommended allotting another
$40,000 to the staff, 8% of the
entire ASUPS budget. The senators were apparently reluctant to
release funds for another year
without seeing the new book.
Even without money, the
Tamanawas staff has begun work
already. "Our deadlines don't
change just because we don't have
a budget yet," said Bergner.

❑ By Kate Odell

supposed to keep in touch with
the three groups and sits on most
of the committees that plan and
execute student activities.

Staff Writer

As a freshman, one of my first
stops when I arrived on campus
was the office of the Associated
Students of the University of
Puget Sound to pick up my copy
of Chee Chako 1993. The office
has a feeling of authority, as if it
is an important place, but it is
also comfortable.
In fact, the ASUPS office is
important as the center of all the
student clubs, committees and
organizations on campus and is
the hub of student government.
The people who run the office are
energetic, friendly and easy to
talk to.
I spoke with ASUPS president
Jason Werts about his job, his
plans and goals for the upcoming
year and ASUPS in general.
Werts, a senior from Portland,
Ore., spends 40 to 50 hours per
week doing his job. The president
is the main line of communication between students, faculty and
administration on campus; he is

ship roles and learn how to enjoy
them. She plans to promote this
through informal discussions.
Kay came to Puget Sound from
a teaching position at Wake
Forrest University in North Carolina. Her impressive resume includes working in Washington,
D.C., with the American Sociological Association where she
interviewed candidates for a minority fellowship program.
When asked whether she will
apply for the permanent position,
Kay said, "I am highly ambivalent." She expressed equal zeal
for her in-class teaching duties
and the dean's position. She will
wait until later to decide whether
or not to add her application to the
national search.

pus all of which take planning
and planning takes people. To get
involved, you can join a committee or do just about anything else.

"Puget Sound can give you anything
you need. Take advantage, let your
years here improve you."
Anyone who wonders if ASUPS
is passive or inactive should have
a look at the 1993-94 goals. These
include expanding the diversity
of students, faculty and administration on campus, offering more
programs to Puget Sound students
and restructuring the election process. Werts' main goal for AS UPS
is to be responsive to student
needs.
ASUPS sponsors lectures, cultural events, popular entertainment, films, and music on cam-

The ASUPS office phone number is x3600, or you can stop by
(SUB 210).
Werts' final advice to the class
of 1997: "Puget Sound can give
you anything you need. Take advantage, let your years here improve you. But it's also important
to get involved and do what you
can to improve the University.
Challenge things and make a difference."

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTIN(,

‘\, American Heart
Association
1992, American Heart Association

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
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CAFE WA
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very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes.They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
-

602 NORTH
STATE STREET
TACOMA WA 98403
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C
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money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
-

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape its:
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CREF certificates are dueributed by T11A-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete in forinatto. Mcluding cbarges and expenses,
call 1800-842-2775, girt. 80/6 for a prospectus. Read (be 'Prospect. , carefully before you incest or send money
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Diversity in the Biennial Faculty Art Exhibition
OBy Steph Schleicher
A&E Editor

Where:
When:

Biennial Studio Art Faculty
Exhibition
Kittredge Gallery, University
of Puget Sound
September 1 - 26
FREE

If you haven't yet seen the Biennial Studio Art Faculty Exhibition, now showing in our own
Kittredge Gallery, you are missing out on a wildly diverse and
energetic collection.
Five of University of Puget
Sound's Art professors: Melissa
Weinman, Ken Stevens, Jeffrey
Ripple, Betty Ragan, John
McCuistion, plus Greg Bell,
Kittredge Gallery's director, will
be displaying their work from September 1st to the 26th.
The exhibition is a way for professors to display their work, and
for students to get a better understanding of what these artists do
outside of the classroom. Each of
the artists has her or his own style
that makes the exhibition a visually stimulating experience.
"This is a difficult show to put
into constraints," said Greg Bell.
But despite the wide variety of
styles, or perhaps because of it,
the exhibition seems to be a success.
Melissa Weinman comments,
"this is one of the best shows we
have had since I've been here."
In the main gallery, the works of
Jeff Ripple and Melissa Weinman
decorate the walls while the rest
of the room is filled with ceramics
by John McCuistion and Ken
Stevens.
Jeff Ripple's works in the exhibition are mainly still life oil paintings, but he also has an eye-catching charcoal drawing "Mc Kenna
Park" that plays around with the
use of light and shadow.
His oil paintings seem to be an
exercise in the manipulation of

light as well, making you want to
reach out and touch the painting
to feel whether the objects are
real or not. His neutral tone
backgrounds contrast and enhance his use of lush color in the
still life objects to create what he
terms a sort of "drama." My
particular favorite is "Peonies,"
but I also enjoyed "Mangoes."
Melissa Weinman's works concentrate on St. Lucy, the patron
saint of vision. She decided on
St. Lucy as a subject because she
wished to show the human side of
what most people see as an archetypal woman.
"It seems strange that she would
be a patron saint of anything,"
Melissa explains. After all, in
reality, St. Lucy was a fourteenyear-old virgin who was brutally
treated and then murdered by pagans. Her martyrdom seems to
have little connection with vision.
I particularly like "Lucy's Rebus" because it actively engages
the viewer to participate and solve
the puzzle; "I painted the rebus to
help the viewer understand the
painting ... We may see her as a
patron saint, but she is also a real
person."
John McCuistion adds a sense
of humor to the exhibition with
his ceramic series of ducks with
different colored hats. These bulbous fowl have laughter written
all over them, literally. On a
more serious note, "American
Junk" is one of a series of boats
that displays a mass of odds and
ends to ponder.
Ken Stevens' ceramic vases are

fi n ed e! u ey delS

What:

"Will Work for Food" by Greg Bell is one of many imaginative art displays over in Kittridge.
subtle and beautiful, showing his
obvious mastery of glazes. His
vases share a common shape, but
each one of the earth tone jars is
individual. His work adds a simplicity to the exhibition that
complements the other artists'
work.
The smaller adjoining room
contains Betty Ragan's series of
photograph collages and Greg
Bell's wood sculpture. Surprisingly enough, the two vastly different mediums work well with
each other.
My favorite work by Greg Bell
in the exhibition is the "Will Work
For Food." A gigantic wooden

yoke, hand carved, is attached to
twenty shiny metal buckets.
When asked about the meaning, Greg replied, "The yoke itself is a traditional method of
supporting a burden, but it is no
longer used in America. People
don't like to be saddled with a
burden, especially twenty buckets, which couldn't possibly be
lifted."
Betty Ragan has two series of
work on exhibit; both of which
are photographic collages. The
first series mixes portraiture with
architecture, and are hand colored.
"I like the idea that they [the

series] are photographic but also
include another medium that contradicts the rigid realism of the
photograph, causing a sense of
ambiguity," said Ragan.
The second of Betty's Ragan's
series, called "Button Down," involves photographs of buildings
with overlarge segments of clothing showing through windows
and doors. These collages are
commentaries on the "restrictive
nature of western culture."
Overall, the faculty exhibition
seems to have outdone itself this
year. It is a definite must see for
art con noisseur and amateur alike.

Rants, Raves and Reviews
Juliana Hatfield Three and Smashing Pumpkins break thru alternative scene
DBy Carrie Siegel
Music Reviewer

The Juliana Hatfield Three

Become What You Are

Rating Key

Widmer Hefeweizen
BEER

t
Heineken
ER

EA

Weinh ards
BEER

BEDI

Rainier
ER

Schmidt

If you tune into 107.7 these
days, chances are you'll hear "My
Sister," the first single from Become What You Are, about as
often as you hear "Ring of Fire"
in the SUB. We're talkin'
HEAVY rotation. In this song,
Hatfield laments, "I hate my sister /She's such a bitch" and then
almost immediately professes, "I
love my sister /She's the best."
Feeling resentment mixed with
admiration for a sibling is something most everybody can relate
to, which presumably explains
why Hatfield finally has a hit radio song under her belt. But don't
let "My Sisters' annoying omni-

presence deter you from checking out this album. There are
eleven other songs on it.
This is Juliana Hatfield's second record since her days of
fronting Boston's Blake Babies.
Last year she had a stint with the
Lemonheads, playing bass and
doing backing vocals (Yep... she's
Evan Dando's "Drug Buddy").
Now she's back to her old role(s)
as guitarist, lyricist, vocalist, and
songwriter. Multiple talents!
Hatfield recruited ex-Bullet
LaVolta drummer Todd Phillips
and bassist Dean Fisher to play
with her on this album, and,
voila... The Juliana Hatfield Three
was born. Due to the fact that the
same people play throughout the
entire album this time around,
it's considerably more cohesive
than Hatfield's last poignant
mish-mosh effort, Hey Babe.
Most of Hatfield's traditionally
raspy, baby-doll vocals have been
replaced by a slightly harderedged sound, though her softer
side is still present on "Mabel"
and "Spin the Bottle," in which
she confesses an apprehension
for slumber party games.
Hatfield's seemingly boundless

intelligence, cynicism, and overall "girls are cooler than boys"
attitude will no doubt make Sassy
reader-types swoon. There's not
one flop on this album; each song
is catchy-with-a-conscience, a
good way to be.
In "Supermodel," my personal
favorite, Ms. Hatfield muses,
"The highest paid piece of ass /
You know it's not going to last /
Those magazines crid up in the
trash." Lyrics that could even
make Little Miss Cindy Crawford
feel like a schmuck. Beautiful.
Rating: Heineken
Smashing Pumpkins

Siamese Dream

Sometime in the middle of my
"rebel without a clue" phase in
high school, I fell in love with the
Smashing Pumpkins. In those
daysthey were essentially ignored
by the listening public. I thought
to myself, "Why oh why does
everyone freak out over emptyheaded cretins like Vanilla Ice
instead of these brilliant demigods? People are lame!" Then I
pumped up Gish, their last album, on the stereo in my dad's
Honda and proceeded to drive
real fast. Since then the Pumpkins have garnered the critical
and commercial success they so
discernably deserve, giving me a
kindler, gentler outlook on humanity.
Critics have described the
Smashing Pumpkin's sound as
"grungy," but it just ain't so. I'm
guessing that some people refer
to this co-ed quartet as a grunge
band because their post-punk
sound is pretty hardcore, or maybe
because they have a song on the
Singles soundtrack (though
they're from Chicago, not Seattle). To me the word "grunge"

See MUSIC page 6
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SPANK promises to rock the campus
❑by Jamie Hankin

Guest writer
For all you fresh folk who have
found yourselves eager to hear
some new music other than the
nation wide hyped-up Seattle
grunge, the Student Programs
Annual New student Kick off
concert might just be the event
for all you groovalicious souls to
make an appearance.This musical sensation of the weekend will
begin at 7:00 pm on Friday September 10th when the Great Hall
will fill up with an eclectic group
of hundreds of funk and roll seekers.
SPANK is sponsored by the
RHA and is a benefit concert.
The proceeds of your meager two
dollar entrance fee will be donated to the Tacoma Food Bank.

Wondering about the bands that
will be playing? The "River Bottom Nightmare Band," which has
been around for a year already,
plays rhythm and blues tunes in a
Smokey Motown-ish sort of way.
Making their own music for two
years now and formerly known
as "Headcheese," is the band
"Sayra Runs the Weasel." Their
music is hard, emanating an intense level of energy to the crowd.
Chuck Edwards, the band's guitarist, described their music, saying: "some's to listen to, some's
to jam to." "Some is to ponder,"
added Kerry Mc Allister the
drummer.
Although "The Undecided" described their band as playing some
grunge-esque music, they seemed
to shy away from categorizing
themselves, as they do produce a
sound that is somewhat all their

own at a time when authenticity
in music can be profoundly vague.
"The Undecided" packed a little
over 200 people into the cellar
last year for one of their free
concerts, and have their own 45
minute tape entitled "Jagged
Street." "Sayra Runs the Weasel" and "The Undecided" are
planning to hit the local club and
bar scene together this year. They
are out to get their names and
their music heard, believing that
the two bands complement each
other. "We're all getting a little
better at what we do," Edwards
reflects.
Brian Best, the drummer for
"The Undecided," highly encourages all students in a band, or
wanting to be in a band, to follow
through. He says the "big aim [of
SPANK] is to get new music off
now."

Last year, the tape of University of Puget Sound student bands
sold out, leaving many yearning
students empty handed and
musicless. Fortunately, this tape,
called "Puget Sounds" will be
available at SPANK. There are
already plans being made for yet
another compilation tape of UPS
student bands due out in the winter as well as in the spring.
For all you UPS beginning
bands with a vivid interest in playing on campus, Brian Best is the
man to contact. Hopefully, this
year there will be compilation
concerts every semester. The
more bands that come out of the
closet and onto the stage, the better for both the bands and the
audience.
Drew Meyer, the lead guitarist for "The Undecided" has
rumored it to be a "warm, fuzzy

type of event." So garb yourselves in your most daring threads
and bring your open ears and mind
to the SPANK on Friday night.

MUSIC from page 5
implies a gaggle of untalented guys in
flannel putting together some halfassed effort so they can be the flavor of
the month and ride on Mudhoney's
coattails. However, the Pumpkins possess the uncanny knack of actually
being able to create good music.
Siamese Dream is their major label
debut, and it basically continues where
Gish left off. Most of the lyrics are
enigmatic at best and unintelligible at
worst, but the music is so sublime and
inventive, it just doesn't matter. In the
swirly, captivating song "Today," head
Pumpkin Billy Corban croons, "Pink
ribbon skies that never forget/1 tried so
hard to cleanse these regrets." Hmmm.

Rating: Widmer Hefeweizen
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for the week of Sept. 9 thru Sept. 16

ALENDAROF EVENTS
Crompiled by Maija Blaufuss
A&E Assistant

Through October 23, at the Seattle Art
Museum, is Woman At Work: 60 years of

photography by Helen Levitt and Mary
Ellen Mark. Call (206) 654-3166 for information.
September at the Wonderful World of
Art Gallery is The Fabulous Toaster
Museum, featuring over 200 toasters ranging from 1908 to present. The gallery is
open Tuesday —Saturday from 11 a.m. 6 p.m.. The admission is free, but there is
a donation box. Call (206) 624-9737 for
more information.

The first and third Mondays of the month
at 7:00 p.m., is open mike poetry readings.
Read your own, others, or just listen. Located at the Tacoma Main Library on 11th
and Tacoma Ave.
Thursday, September 30 at 7:00 p.m.

Thursday, September 16, is the
Fulgencio Lazo of Oaxaca, Mexico Art
Show Opening. The show is from 7-9
p.m. at the El Centro de la Raza Gallery.
The exhibit will continue until October 8,
at regular gallery hours. Call (206)3292974 for more information.

Friday, September 10, at the Great Hall
(UPS) is SPANK, the Student Program's
Annual New Student Kick-off Concert.
Put on by ASUPS, Campus Music Network and RHA, the concert features the
bands: The Undecided, Sayra Runs the
Weasel, and The Riverbottom Nightmare
Band. The concert starts at 7:00 p.m. and
is $2.00 at the door.

September 16 October 10 is the world
premiere of Agnes Smedley: Our American Friend. The September 16 performance starts at 7:30 p.m. and is put on by
"A Contemporary Theatre" or ACT. Call
the ACT Box Office at (206)285-5110
for tickets and information.

Saturday, September 18, at the Antique
Sandwich Co. is Kat Eggleston and Andrew Calhoun. The show starts at 8:00
p.m. and tickets are available at the door, or
in advance for $6.00. Call (206)752-4069
for ticket reservations and information.

September 11 through October 28, is the
exhibit, La Frontera/The Border: Art

about the Mexico/United States Border
Experience at the Tacoma Art Museum.
Work from artists like David Aualos,
Deborah Small, and Eugenio Vargass will
be represented among other popular artists. Call the Tacoma Art Museum at
(206)272-4258 for more details.

Friday, September 24, THE
JAY HAWKS with Chris Issak and
Matthew Sweet show will be at the
Western Washington Fair, in Puyallup.
Call TicketMaster at (206)628-0888 for
more information.

September 17-19 (Fri.-Sat.) is The Great
Northwest Antique Show at the Tacoma
Dome. Admission is $4.00. Call (206)5723663 for more information.

The consul of Mexico, Martha Lara
Alatorre will present an address at the
Tacoma Art Museum called Border Interaction: The Dynamics of Cultural Exchange and Trade. Call (206)272-4383
for more information.

-

Friday, September 24 in the Kilworth
Chapel (UPS) is Organ at Noon, Bock to

September 17-18 (Sat.-Sun.) at the
Tacoma Little Theatre is The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde.
"A comedy of errors and mistaken identity." Show starts at 8:00 p.m.. Tickets
are $8.00 for students and $9.00 for adults.
Call (206)272-2481 for more information.

the Bass-ics—Music Built on Ground
Bass by Edward Hansen, University organist. Music starts at 12 Noon, and is free.
Friday, September 24, at the Antique
Sandwich Co. is Belinda Bowler and Steve
Lalor. "delightful..funny..dramatic.."
Patrick MacDonald, Seattle Times. The
show starts at 8:00 p.m. and tickets are
available at the door, or in advance for
$6.00. Call (206)752-4069 for ticket reservations and information.
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IMAGE CRAFTING
The Aveda system for total beauty

A

veda trained professionals are the new generation of beauty consultants. We call
our exclusive systeM: Image Crafting. At our Aveda Concept Salon we consider your
total. image and wellness in designing a personalized style. With this system you receive a
complimentary stress-relieving scalp and hair treatment, followed by a precision cut, and
a colour cosmetic application. As Image Crafters, our experts create your look using
Aveda products, created from pure flower and plant essences. We believe Aveda's
natural products are better for you, and better for the environment. We invite you to
experience the difference of Image Crafting only at our Aveda Concept Salon.
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AWDA®

THE ART AND SCIENCE
OF PURE FLOWER AND PLANT ESSENCES
Hair Care • Skin Care • Colour Cosmetics
Please Recycle.
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Artist unknown

"Buffet"

ThE TRAIL HAVE TEAMEd up FOR THE FIRST TIME TO PRESENT 1RA11 MIX!! SO THIS YEAR,
WE well bE TAkING SUbMISSIONS FOR both ThE FALL ISSUE, ANd ALSO FOR OUR PAGE IN ThE TRAIL. IN OThER WORdS, WE
NEEd SUbMISSIONS of POETRY, FICTION, NON-FICTION, ANd ART (bLACk ANd WRITE pliarogRAplis ANd dRAwINcis). To
submIT, ALL YOU NEEd TO do IS pick up OUR SUbMISSION FORMS AT OUR OFFICE, SUB 005, 'TIE TRAIL OR ThE WRITING
CROSSCURIEREWITS5REViEW ANd

CENTER. OR IF YOU'RE INTERESTEd IN PINING OUR STAFF, CALL US AT X3291.

ThE FOLLOWING POEM IS A SESTINA, ANd WAS WRITTEN by ONE of OUR STAFF MEMbERS LAST ),'EAR.

Vacation
by Kimberly Loo,
winner, 92-93 Nixeon Civille Handy Poetry Contest
My eyelids droop with incense haze
Blurrily I melt into a pile of beads
And in the distance I can hear
Faint whisperings of Persia
By delinquent monks
Who have forgotten their mantras.
I was reciting my mantras
Hacking unmercifully in L.A.'s haze
When a drunken mob of monks
Accused me of stealing their beads
That they had bartered for in Persia
I ran away pretending not to hear.

Private moans were easy to hear
By those who had followed their mantras
To the bustling streets of Persia
Enshrouded in the city's haze
They gazed at thousands of cheap beads
From the shopkeeper who traded with monks.

"I despise those damned monks"
The shopkeeper screamed to everyone who could hear
Above the clattering of his beads
Above the chanting of new found mantras
And below the developing haze
Of ancient Persia.
A stranger to Persia
I walked beside the monks
While squinting through the dense haze
I believed I could hear
The murmurings of mantras
But saw only a rusted tray of beads.
Now the sweat rolled off my hair like beads
And I lost my sanity in Persia
While I chanted my mantras
And cursed those damn monks
Who pretended not to hear
While processing through the haze.
They left me stranded in the haze, with my beads
And I wasn't too far to hear, that in beloved Persia
There are no monks, and no faith in mantras.
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Eat, shop and be merry in

'

"Visualize Tacoma" is s
and mind-set of Tacom
to off-beat stores, new
up all over town. Here
you can do in the new

A taster of local eateries
Staff Writer
Welcome back to school in the
wonderful City of Destiny where
the birds are destined to sing, the
sky is destined to produce rain and
the aroma is destined to linger in
the stairways of Thompson Hall
until 2 p.m.
Yes college has begun its inevitable cycle again. The time is inevitably right for happy minds to
indulge in reading, sleeping, playing, cramming, laughing, networking and procrastinating. But, (as
your mother would tell you) if a
person wants to do all these things
with a successful glow they should
eat well.
As new and returning students
you might be wondering where
and what types of restaurants
Tacoma has to offer. Which is why
The Trail has decided to make a
list of some local culinary bungalows available to you. We have
tried to create a diverse list that can
be used in situations ranging from
a small, cheap, solitary meal to a
night out entertaining the board of
the Carnegie-Mellon foundation.
The Antique Sandwich Company
5102 N. Pearl 752-4069
Now in its 20th year. the Antique
Sandwich Company is a Tacoma institution.
Not only does the Antique feature
sandwiches (you can get everything from
roast beef to a sardine sandwich washed
down with butter milk) but you can also get
your fill of burritos, quiche and great
desserts. All sandwiches come with a salad
featuring raspberry vinnagrete and lemon
tahini. The Antique also features delicious
and cheap breakfasts; whole wheat and
honey waffles cost $2.75 (this is the most
expensive item on the menu) and come with
homemade jam, maple or fruit syrups. The
antique has a great, comfy atmosphere. You
will find people lounging on couches
surrounded by huge faux/Greet statuary,
antique Chinese clothing and porcelain
pieces. The antique hosts an acoustic guitar
series on Friday nights.
Cafe Wa
Take a left on 6th. Ave. from Union
Another recent addition to the Tacoma
scene. It is literally a Puget Sound legacy
and tribute to the fact that people who
graduate with degrees in religion can build
their own business from scratch. Not only do
they serve good coffee and espresso drinks
in a modern bistro atmosphere, but they
serve excellent pizzas in the gourmet Italian
style (with delicious pesto sauces and
scrumptious toppings like Feta cheese). The
location to campus could not be better. Go
play a good game of chess, listen to some
great tunes, and chomp on some of the best
pizza in town.
Guadala Mama's Failta Cantina
Ruston Way (waterfront)
The latest addition to the Tacoma
waterfront scene. The quirky menu and
festive cut outs of happy people having a
fiesta will give you more cheese than is on
your nachos. The meals are very Tex-Mex
(tacos, enchaladas. burritos, etc.) and the
view of Commencement Bay is great As the
name hints there is an array of fajitas
including vegetarian, halibut and lobster

(and of course beef and chicken) costing
from $8.95 to $14.95. Another exciting
feature is the rather potent bouquet of "fiesta
fuels." Why not indulge yourself with a
cactus cooler or an Aye Carumba (tequila,
triple sec and lime juice)? After you are
finished with your main course you can end
it all with a margarita mousse pie.
Frisco Freeze
1201 Division 272-6843
A Tacoma legend for almost 300 years!
This drive through is straight out of the set
from "Grease." This is a great place to grab
a quick bite to eat to take down to the
waterfront The hamburgers are good and
greasy, the french fries are incredibly fried
(and delicious). The shakes and malts are
excellent and come in a startling range of
flavors in every thing from pineapple to
butterscotch.
Grazie
2301 N. 30th 627-0231
An attractive looking Italian restaurant in
the quiet old town section of Tacoma. It
features nice views of Commencement Bay
and a comfortable interior. Grazie features a
wide variety of unique Italian dishes
including pasta ($7.50 to $14.50) and other
traditional Italian fare. Definitely a good
place to take the parents.

It's Greek to Me
1706 6th Ave. 272-1357
Situated on a pie-like wedge of a 6 way
intersection. Its Greek to Me has perfected
the subtle art of quick Greek food. Enjoy
very good gyros and spanicopita in minutes.
It is also one of the few places in town
where you can order a peanut butter shake
with your Dolmades (rice stuffed grape
leaves).
Knapp's
2707 N. Proctor 759-9009
This is the type of joint where one is very
likely to run into their parents. It carries a
small town charm that it acquired when it
opened its doors for business 60 years ago.
Knapp's attracts a varied clientele ranging
from, as Elane the night waitperson put it,
"red hairs to blue hairs and every one in
between." Knapp's bakes seven varieties of
pie every day based on Mrs. Knapp's
recipes. The restaurant is divided into three
areas: a white table cloth dinning room, a
coffee shop and a cocktail bar. They feature
traditional home cooking ranging from a top
sirloin steak, $6.75, to peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches, $1.80. It is worth while to
sample their selection of milk shakes and
malts. The bar features, as Elane put it,
'Very reasonable and strong,' mixed drinks,
May's Vietnamese Restaurant
2512 N. Proctor 756-5092
As their menu will tell you, the press has
gone bunkers over a little Vietnamese
restaurant on North Proctor. Mays
Vietnamese cuisine specializes in an
elegant array of "Nouelle' (French for really
special) dishes. All dishes are excellent and
quite affordable. If you are feeling
adventurous and up for a treat I would
suggest going for the spicy squid. May's is
located close to campus and students get a
10% discount
Ram American Grill
3001 Ruston Way
Located on the waterfront, the American
Ram is a casual burger/seafood/sports
establishment with an attitude. It features
'Washington's Tallest Bar" (there are
ladders for access to the upper stones of
liquor) along with excellent views of
Commencement Bay from it's deck and

Becky Brennan d

By Nat Whitman
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Tacoma artist Dale Chihuly filled the Tacoma Dome with YI
neon-in-ice sculpture this montb.
picture widows. For lunch and dinner why
not have prawns, $10.50, or B.B.O. baby
back ribs, $8.95. They also have a Paella
(Spanish seafood stew) for 11.95. The Ram
also features a good cheap breakfast
including blueberry pancakes, $4.25, and a
veggie omelette for $5.25.
Stanley and Seaforts Steak, Chop, and
Fish House
115 E 34th 473-7300
Situated like a bird's nest on top of a hill
overlooking Tacoma, Stanley and Seaforts
is definitely a restaurant with one of the best
views in the city. They also feature a huge
variety of seafoods. Don't go unless your
parents offer to pick up the tab. (Lobster and
steak run around $35).

Steamer at Titlow beach
8802 6th Ave. 565-4532
Enjoy fish and chips in a warm
atmosphere of wood floors and solid wood
tables. One of the best features of this
restaurant is the excellent view of Tacoma
and the narrows bridge from water level.
You can even get a pound of steamed
clams for $7.99 or a nice fish and Ceaser
salad for $4.79.

Vince's Italian Restaurant & Pizzeria
6218 6th Ave. 564-7994
If you are missing red-checked table
clothes why not head out to Vince's, Est
1957. Although the decor is more
reminiscent of Detroit than Italy it is rumored
that Vince's has some of the best Italian
food in Tacoma. The tortellini Alla paesana
(pasta filled with meat stuffing) caught my
eye and the pasta all'arrabbiata (putanesca)
promises to spice up any traditional Italian
tongue. They also have full entrees
including cannelloni (pasta filled with ham,
ricotta, ground beef and cheese), and veal
al limone (veal in a lemon sauce). Three
course dinners are served with soup or
salad, pasta and a main course. Vince's
also boasts a nice list of lunch specials from
$3.95 to $5.50.

The Southern Kitchen
1716 6th. Ave.
Right by It's Greek to Me, the red and
white Souther Kitchen serves up catfish,
pork chops, sweet potato pie and other
home cooked delights from Southern
Alabama. Try Lessie's for breakfast— they
make it worth getting up before noon on
Saturday. Or, get an early dinner of catfish,
collard greens, sweet potatos, hush
puppies— and, well, more food on the plate
than this Yankee can remember the names
of. Sure, it's fried— but not greasy, just
delicious.

David Franzen contributed to this
story.
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Constructoin began this year on the new Broadway Ce
Performing Arts. The center will complete downtown's the
and house the Tacoma Actors Guild.

Mime-free theat
By Leslie A. Murray
Staff Writer
Do you remember being six and having
your parents take you to some park-like structure for some picnic-like adventure? Do you
remember being accosted by a silent horror in
black and white, a frozen scarlet tear embossing his fish-belly, chalk colored cheek? Do
you remember said mute pig building a box
around you and convincing you there was no
possible way you could ever exit this imaginary cubicle and having your parents laugh a
lot and having the mimeboy do some grotesque caricature of laughter, spewing silence
at you like bullets of poison air? Perhaps this
was your first experience with what we denizens of the art like to call theater. But I am
here to assure you that mimes receive little to
no support from the theater community as a
whole, and are basically perceived as the
blights on humanity that they are. Introduction aside, I would like to let anyone interested in the Tacoma theater community, sans
mimes, in on two local theaters who lock their
doors to anyone with any sort of cute geometric design painted upon their faces.

Tacoma Little Theater
210 N. I Street
Tacoma Little Theater is a small community theater which caters mostly to the family
crowd. The season this year includes, You

Can't Take It With You, The 1940's Radio
Hour,,The Best Christmas Pageant Ever,,The
Good Times Are Killing Me (by Seattle based
author/artist Lynda Bang), Eleemosynary (last
seen right here on the UPS stage), Dreamgirls
and their first show of the '93-'94 season, The
Importance of Being Ernest, which opens
Friday, September 17.
A unique feature of TLT is its open audition
process. Anyone from the Tacoma area is
encouraged to audition for all shows and
anyone with even a slight interest in any
-

aspect of theater is dearly wanted
teer work.
And they serve great cookies
coffee at intermission.
For information concerning tic
and reservations, show times and
audition times and dates, call th
Little Theater box office at 272-2
Mime conditions: fair to middl

Tacoma Actors Guild
901 Broadway, 6th Floor
Tacoma's only professional th
went through a major move this
cating from their former offices
on South Yakima to a new location
door to the Pantages and a hop
jump from the Rialto. Their sea
this year with A Chorus Line,
make use of some UPS theater re
production. One student, Steph
the way-cool lighting designer
UPS Inside Theater shows, Mike
who were involved with the UPS
of Chorus Line last year, are re
involved, so we should probably a
and be nice and supportive.
The rest of their season includes:
mas Carol, The Cocktail Hour, M

Boys, The Mystery of Irma Vep
Symphony, and The Adventures
berry Finn.
This season promises to be a g
TAG in its new location, and if p
are any indication, the entertain
should be large.
For information concerning
and show times and dates, call the
office at 272-3358.
Mime conditions: I spotted a fe
outside the other day, but I thi
putting up a moat or an electric
something equally destructive to
OUL
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Life exists beyond the mall

e City of llestio

DBy Sara Freeman
Trail Veteran
Visualize Tacoma. This is a
bumper sticker you can see around
the city. It marks the starting of an
urban renewal effort and and selfesteem up-surge that are slowly
removing Tacoma's status as
Tackytown and giving our city a
sense of identity. I can attest, there's
a lot more to do in Tacoma that one
would first assume. You just need
to know where to go.
Tacoma has its own collection of
off-beat little shops that merit a
look-see. The Trail is now offering
you a blow-by-blow guide to some
of the more interesting shopping
destinations in the Tacoma Metropolitan area. This compilation of
stores was arrived at by two years
of unscientific surveilance around
town and one summer of intense
study in the downtown area. So
rest assured, there are interesting
places in the Tacoma area.
Listed in no particular order:

ueqq!)10N1sY LI O

ffing out "aroma" as the motto
From coffee shops and cafes
citing businesses are popping
sampling of a few of the things
proved Tacoma.
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Proctor District
If you follow N. 21st up a little farther, you
will eventually hit that stree called Proctor and
if you turn right and proceed a few blocks down
to N. 261h, you will hit upon that little district
that contains such great places as Knapps,
The Bijou, Starbucks, Maya Vietnamese
Restaurant and Henry's Bakery. But, I digress.
In the Proctor district there are five stores I am
particulary fond of and other well-worth
checking out. The Proctor district can easily
support an afternoon of exploration. Be sum to
hit:
Jasminka
This small clothing store is on 26th. The
clothes are graceful, the je'vlery almost ethnic
and the prices not too expeinsive. It's always a
good place to look and is defined by a solid
sense of style. Jasminka usually has a unique
collodion of long skirts and tunic tops as well
as printed sweaters. Jasminka also carries
shoes, but not a huge selection.
Book Fiore
Next to Jasminka, this is a hole-in-the-wall
bookstore that is comfortable and classy. They
carry new and used books and will remind
Seattle natives of Beauty and the Books in the
U District.
Giradini Gills
Across on the other side of 26th from
Jasminka and Book Fiore, Giradini Gifts is the
quientessential gift store, full of picture frames
and candles, kitchen gadgets and potpurri.
There are beautiful blankets, dishes and
decorations, plus an espresso stand and
flowers.
The Old House Gilt Store
On Proctor and 27th, tha Old House Gift
Store is attached to the Old House Cafe, which
is marvelous and across the street from
Gordon's Hasty Tasty, wh ch is marvelously
tacky. The Old House Gift Store has a slightly
more Victorian theme than Giardini Gifts. So,
be prepared for posys arc calendars and dolls
houses as well as the standard gift store tam.
The Harp and Shamrock
This Irish import store is also on Proctor,
across the street from the Oki House Cafe,
between 26th and 27th. If you're an Anglophile
or obsessed with products from the land of
Erin, this is the place for you. You can find food
such as shortbread and Sletland sweaters and
a large selection of wool caps. You can also
buy books and jewfery. This is the place d you
are looking for a dater rirg. All students
returning form the UPS Lcndon Program are
recommended to go there immediately.
Rarely Hippie Hut
The Harley Hippie Hut is a comfortable
transition from the Lilly Pad's world of non-stop
nostalgia to the world of s ightty more main
stream stores. Located or North 21st and
Oakes by Magoos, Harley Hippie Hut offers a

myriad of Grateful Deadesque stickers, ethic
fashions and jewlery. It's an easy walk from
campus and provides another option to the
endless row of eating vedors that line the entry
of the SUB. Harley Hippie Hut seems
welcoming to the nouveau hippie as well as the
already committed and has a well-cultivated
following at UPS.
Lil Brown Jug
This place was one I just happended to drive
by several times this summer. Its on S. 38th,
which you can reach by driving across the
freeway and away from the mat on 38th Street.
It looks horribly beat up and equally run-down.
It has signs on the side saying -Home Bratc
and it simply sells brewery equipment and
supplies. ft had to be included because it was
so silly. Check it out. Became a home brewer.
Make some fruit wine. Distil some hops.
Before you know it, you'll be Henry
Weinehans.
Franco the Tailor

Also included because of the sheer number
of times I drove by this place this summer,
Franco's shop is in the Stadium district, which
you can reach by turning right on 21st off
Alder, following 21st to its end (it will be called I
street by then) and then turning left. Franco
has a cool sign and actually is a tailor, meaning
he makes and mends clothing. You probably
won't want to buy anything from him because
his store looks rather pricy, but at least d will
get you to the Stadium district.
Thrift Stores
Sixth Avenue a the place for thrift stores.

There has to be at least five to ten of them
lining the blocks between To Bell and Cafe
WA. You can find anything in these stores from
Halloween costume materials to lumishing.
Untold amounts of second hand treasures
await you at these thrift stores, induding
wonderful old records, !erne sandals and
powder blue tuxedos with ruffled shirts. Take a
chance and see what you can find.
The Farmer's Market

Last my recommendations is a season affair
which happens in Downtown Tacoma on the
very same Broadway street where you can find
the Lilly Pad. From 10 am. to 3 p.m. on
Thursday the block of Broadway between 8th
and 9th is blocked off. There's fruit and dried
flowers, calzones, pasteries, pottery, candles,
vegetables and glorious Elephat Garlic, Usually
there's at least two musical groups playing,
and there are throngs of people coursing
through on their lunch hours by Broadway's
antique shops. The Farmers Market will
probably only continue until the end of
September, so ram down there now or put it
on your list of things 'to do' next year.

Now you know where to go. The
next job is to carry the command of
another bumper sticker I see making
its statement: Colonize Tacoma.

Sports doesn't have to mean TV WA: trendy, tasty and homegrown

Sports Copy Editor

hristvers'
City
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The Lilly Pad
This funky antique toy-store is in newlyrefurbished downtown Tacoma on Broadway
and 9th. The owner is a somwhat laconic man
whose hobby is collecting old toys. The treat of
browsing in The Lilly Pad is to discover that old
toys are things that we remember, cherish and
revile from our own childhood. The Lilly Pad
has an extensive collection of Star Wars action
figures and space ships. There's an X-wing
fighter, a Tye-fighter, the At-At, a hover craft
and the Deathstar complete with trash
compacter. You can pick up figurines of C3P0, R2-D2, Obi-Wan Kanobi, Luke Skywalker
in many of his outfits, Darth Vadar and most of
the bounty hunters such as Hammerhead. All
the toys are priced as to what condition they
come in. Most Star Wars action figures cost
between $10 and $20 and the median price for
a ships $35. The Lilly Pad also has a goodly
amount of Barbies and Smurfs as well as
plenty of Star Trek paraphanelia Last, but not
least, the Lilly Pad has a fabulous lunch box
collodion that will transport you back to first
grade. These are the real thing folks, made out
of metal, not plastic and not a Barney in sight.
The most treasured lunch box is the perfectly
preserved Bee Gees carrier. Stayin' Alive in
downtown Tacoma If you make it to the Lilly
Pad, be sum to check out the Antique stores
which line the rest of Broadway. Many carry
reasonably priced finds.

cultural vitality is blooming in Tacoma, a city whose crime and
malodorous air have, in the past, been its claim to fame.

DBy Darin Padur
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Even though summer is coming
to an end, there are still plenty of
sports related activities to do. The
Puget Sound area offers a variety
of events beyond heading to the
Ram and just watching a game on
TV.
For hockey fans and non-hockey
fans alike, the Tacoma Rockets
Minor League Hockey season gets
started on September 25th. These
home games are played in the
Tacoma Dome and they are a lot of
fun. Even if you don't have a clue
what icing is or never heard the
phrase "10 minutes for fighting"
Rocket games area good introduction to hockey. General admission
tickets, which have the best view
of the entire rink, go fora moderate
$7. For more information, contact
the Rocket's office at 627-3653.
To be fair to the Seattle rival, the
Thunderbirds Minor League
Hockey team open up on the 24th
of this month in the Coliseum.
For the major league scene, a
minor trek up to Seattle is required.
Of course this may still not be
enough of an incentive to slumber
through a Seahawk game. Sonic
basketball starts in November.

If you're tired of just watching
games and want to get in the
game, the Tacoma Sports Center
located just north of the Tacoma
Dome offers plenty of options.
There are batting cages (both slow
pitch and hardball) that can be
rented for $20 an hour. Indoor
soccer leagues have already
formed for the fall, but new
leagues for all ages will begin in
November. For the 21 and over
crowd the Far Post Tavern offers
a sports bar alternative to the Ram.
There is even a possible 3-on-3
basketball league in the works on
a "mini-Boston Gardens" parquet
floor. If you need specific directions to go down and try it out, the
Sports Center's number is 6272255.
For all of the beginning or seasoned sports card collectors,
check out Proctor Sports Cards,
Etc. located within walking distance from campus. This sports
card and memorabilia shop is
owned and operated by a UPS
graduate and a UPS student. It's
a very clean, friendly place that
offers many hard to find items.
For more information give the
shop a call at 759-2091. They
offer a 10% discount to all UPS
students.

DBy Stacey George
Opinions Editor
Sunflowers and corn lining the sidewalks of Sixth Avenue? Banana plants
flourishing inside the windows of an
old autobody shop? Yes, it's true. Cafe
WA is open and the hip place to be.
Two UPS graduates, Jenny
Christensen and Matt Cary, purchased
the building last summer. It is situated
on the corner of North State Street and
Sixth Avenue. Built in 1928 as a Ford
dealership, the building later became a
body shop (6th Avenue Collision Center) until a fire in the early eighties left
it gutted and abandoned. While attending school, Cary and Christensen
spent a vigorous year remodeling the
building into a European cafe, a retail
space, and two artist's lofts. Now their
work has paid off.
"The idea for a cafe, in the great
university tradition, simply came to us
one day as we were lamenting the fact
that there are now very few decent
coffee houses in Tacoma, and none on
the scale of our cafe," said Cary. The

original idea came from UPS religion
professor Chris Ives. Their goal was to
create a gathering place for students,
faculty and the community.

A customer waits at Cafe WA's counter forthier homemade pastry
And that they did. They kicked off
the summer by opening the cafe on
June 15. After an expected slow start,
the cafe has attracted an eclectic crowd
from all corners of Tacoma.
The menu includes gourmet pizzas,
calzones, soups and salads, homemade pastries, and of course gourmet
coffees. They hope to expand their
selection to have fine wine and beer.
Aside from the cafe, Cary and
Christensen are still seeking tenants
for the two 2,000-square-foot artist's

lofts. Each studio has hardwood floors,
12-foot ceilings, and plenty of windows.
Fortunately, they have recently acquired a tenant for the adjoining 2,000square-foot retail space. Around
October,"Aqu a Vitae", an organic food
and wine store, will be opening.
"The cafe is definitely on its feet.
We have been really happy with
everyone's support and patience. We
feel the more coffee shops around here
the better," said Cary.
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Football team optimistic with new look
McCurty, Olson and Giese are gone, but coach
Hjelseth and team concentrate on the future
Assistant Sports Editor

and running back Sean Donohoe
also surprisingly announced that
they would not return for their senior seasons.
Wide receivers John Batacan and
Doug Elam also graduated, but
Elam will return as the wide receiver coach in 1993. Defensive
captain and linebacker Craig
Chamberlin and defensive lineman
Charlie Perry, who led the Log-

In 1992, the problem for Puget
Sound football seemed to be playing an entire game.
The Loggers were in most games
through the second and sometimes
the third quarters, but more often
than not, they collapsed in the
fourth quarter.
"We were ahead of (1992
NAIA semifinalist) Linfield
after the first half, but they
came back and shut us down," "We're going to be hitting
said head football coach Ross
people hard, kicking butt
Hjelseth. "We need to be able
and taking names. The
to compete in all four quarters."
defense is going to be very
Remaining competitive
through an entire game will
strong this year."
definitely improve upon last
— Rodney Emmons
season for Puget Sound, which
finished next-to-last in the Mt.
Rainier League standings with
a 1-4 league record and a 3-6 overgers with six quarterback sacks,
all record.
also graduated last May.
The first chance Puget Sound
will have to shake last season's
The Offense —
shortfalls will be against Southern
Picking up the pieces on offense
Oregon State College on Septemwill be sophomore Chris Schlecht.
ber 18 at 1:30 p.m. in Baker StaSchlecht saw limited playing time
dium. This Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
in four games last season. But, his
in Baker Stadium will be the final
completion percentage was imprescontrolled scrimmage to determine
sive, as he made good on 13 of his
the season-opening starters.
25 passes for 52-percent.
In addition to the Linfield game
Junior running back and co-caplast season, the Loggers were ahead
tain Aaron McCoy is looking to
of Central Washington and Pacific
make fans and teammates forget
Lutheran at the half, but went on about McCurty. McCoy, an alllose each of those games. Pacific
league honorable mention last seaLutheran went on to the NAIA
son, had an outstanding rushing
finals after defeating Linfield in
average of six yards per carry. Last
the national semi-finals.
So the question remains: Can season he popped a 69-yard run
and also finished the season with
this team compete with the big
four touchdowns.
boys?
The Loggers have high hopes for
Hjelseth does not hesitate.
freshman
running back Justin
"No question. I believe that this
Olson.
Olson
finished his high
team is capable of taking things to
a higher level," said Hjelseth, who school senior season at Enumclaw
enters his ninth season at Puget as Washington State's top rusher
Sound. "We can easily compete, if and fifth leading scoring.
Playing experience abounds in
we take things one game at a time."
the
wide receiver position, with
The Loggers must replace several key players to be competitive. starting juniors Matt Guyette and
The school's all-time career Aaron Foster. Guyette had 18
rusher and two-time NAIA all- completions for 272 yards and two
American Gary McCurty finished touchdowns; Foster finished with
after last season and quarterback 42 catches for 521 yards and one
Jason Olson, who started for the touchdown.
On the offensive line, guard Scott
last three seasons, has decided not
Beebe
and center Jamie Hicks will
to play his senior season.
Defensive lineman Mark Giese return to their starting roles. Com -

petition is fierce at the other
guard and tackle positions.
At tight end, senior co-captain Christian McDonald and
juniorZale Crawford will compete for the starting position
along with freshman Brent
Hixson.
The Defense —

On the other side of the line
of scrimmage, the defensive line is blessed with
plentiful experience combined with promising underclassmen.
Senior co-captain Jeff
Vaughn returns to tackle,
with sophomore Allan
Galanti at the other tackle.
Junior Rollie Schendel will
be back at one end and junior-college transfer Mike
Cooper is expected to make
a large impact at the other.
The linebackers are led
once again by co-captain and
three-year starter Rodney
Emmons. Emmons characterizes the linebacking corps as
young, but he predicts a great
season.
"We're going to be hitting
people hard, kicking butt and

u esu er mug

OBy Jon Wolfer

see FOOTBALL page 14
Last season, Chris Schlecht got some playing time in the annual
Tacoma Dome game against cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran.

Cohesive volleyball team
starts season with 8 wins
OBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
The school year is barely a week
old, but the Puget Sound volleyball team has already continued
the dominance that led to a berth at
the National Volleyball Tournament last season.
But, even with the early success,
you won't hear any of the team
members saying that a return trip
to the national spotlight is on their
minds.
"We don't want to say to ourselves 'We're going to be great
again just because most of the team
is back,' " said sophomore Andrea

Egans. "We really want to focus
on day by day."
Judging from the results that the
team posted at last weekend's
Willamette Tournament, that approach is working quite well.
By defeating Linfield College
three times, the Loggers took first
at the tournament. The two teams
met for the final time in the championship game where the Loggers'
green and gold triumphed, 17-15,
13-15, 15-12.
Each of the match-ups with the
Wildcats went to the three-game
maximum.
"We could have easily lost those
games," said Nancy Volkel, the

lone senior on the team, "but we
were able to hold them off each
time."
Puget Sound finished the tournament 8-0 after having little trouble
with the other teams. The Loggers
beat George Fox College, Lewis &
Clark, Southern Oregon and Western Baptist twice, all in the twogame minimum.
"I thought it went really well this
weekend," said Egans, who was
named the tournament Most Valuable Player. "It went more
smoothly than we thought it would,
but we still have some rough spots

see V-BALL page 15

A Double Into The Gap to fight sports ignorance
OBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

A Double Into The Gap

In sixth grade I found a hero.
The room was full of students who passed
on another game of goofball during the
noon-time recess to watch the American
League Championship Series. None of
them were really fans; they were just there
because the teacher was an energetic salesman and he had presented the indoor alternative in an appealing way.
I tagged along with a friend.
The teacher was a Baltimore Orioles fan.
He wore the team's hat and biased the
group towards the Eastern Division winners. Being a Chicago native and the kind
to distrust the majority, I went with the
White Sox, the Western Division winners.
To make a long story short, the Sox
eventually lost the game and the series.
But Harold Baines, the sweet-swinging
disciple of Charlie Lau, hit a double into
my heart.
As the rest of the room groaned, I rejoiced. I had found a hero and I had fallen in
love with baseball.

Tuesday night, he did it again.
Harold is playing for the Orioles now, but
his swing was the same as the one I remember so clearly.
As if on cue, the moment I walked into my
apartment, Harold Baines stepped up to the
plate in a classic situation.
Bottom of the ninth.
Two outs.
Two strikes.
Man on second.
The Orioles were down by two in the game
and in the standings. It was anything but a
meaningless at-bat.
And Harold doubled.
Sure, he was taken out for a pinch-runner
and the Mariners ended up winning, but it
was Harold, coming through with an opposite-field double to keep his team alive.
I'm the first to admit that Harold Baines is
not superstar quality — Frank Thomas will
earn more money in a few years than Harold
did in his entire career — but I don't care.
For me, Harold was always there when he
needed to be; he always came up with the

clutch hit.
I've seen him play in person twice. Each
time he's hit a double. He's three for seven
with three doubles and three runs batted in
when I'm in the stands.
For a long time, I thought that everyone
understood the emotion of one's favorite
baseball player coming through in the clutch.
But, after a while, I found, much to my
chagrin, that everybody was not a baseball
fan.
Losing one's innocence hurts.
Yet, I often hear that sports are unnecessary, that they somehow aren't important.
At one level, I still cannot understand how
people can hold these views. But, on another
level, I understand that people really are
ignorant of the beauty of a 6-4-3 double play
or the splendorof an over-the-shoulder catch
in center field.
So, to enlighten the ignorant, this space
will be used every week to give a different
insight into the world of sports.
Lets just call it The Double Into The Gap.
And hopefully by the end of the school
year, that gap will be filled with an appreciation for sports that everyone enjoys.
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Women's
Soccer
Starts
'93 with
upset
OBy Becky Dorocak
Staff Writer
Ei n a r Je ns e n

Despite losing two games the
women's soccer team finished a
season-opening California roadtrip with a 1-0 victory over the
University of San Francisco.
And despite their 1-2 record,
head coach Colin Stewart believes
that the team has the potential to
Scott Peterson keeps a ball in play along the sideline. The Loggers juggled their talent to beef up the defense but they still lost, 1-0, to George go farther than ever.
Fox College in the season opener last Friday.
With nine returning players from
the team that made it to the District
Finals last season, the team has a
good solid base of talent for the
1993 season.
Among the returning seniors include Patricia Mullen and Kari
Eckbcrg ; the juniors are Lea Meyer,
Julie Meier, Elaina Malaki, JenOBy Jeff Schaus
and looked destined to land in the nifer Wedgle, Calisse Hughes and
Sound defense. The ball bounced a shot from 25 yards out that rose
Staff Writer
right side of the net until Witzel Amanda Olney. Kirsten Bruns,
off several players before finding over the cross bar.
dove
and stretched himself out to Jennifer Snowdon and Amy Larkin
Freshman
Brian
Sponsler
had
its
way
through
a
crowd
in
front
of
The men's soccer team opened
are among the sophomores on the
another good chance late in the snare the ball.
its 1993 season at home last Friday the goal and into the net.
team.
Pacific
Lutheran
University
Actually, it was the third ball to game only to see his low drive
against George Fox College with a
Add to that a junior transfer from
tested
the
Logger
defense
past
its
find
the
back
of
the
net
for
George
saved
by
a
diving
George
Fox
variety of changes from last year's
soccer
power-house the Univerlimits
on
Sunday
in
the
4-1
victeam.
sity of Portland — Amy Brenner
tory,
despite
strong
performances
Senior Mark Berry, the Loggers
by Rosselli and Sponsler on de- — and three freshmen, and the
leading scorer a year ago, played
team has a new attitude highlighted
fense.
as a defensive marking back.
"We just were not fit. We must work ourwith
determination and ability.
Berry
returned
to
h
is
accustomed
Sophomore Bryan Rosselli, who
That was apparent in the trip to
position to give the Loggers more
selves into fitness in order to put things
was moved from the midfield, filled
scoring punch up front, but it was California over the Labor Day
the sweeper position and junior
together."
sophomore Derik Mills who scored weekend. Playing three games in
Brant Witzel returned from a yearthree days in unfamiliar territory,
the first goal of the season.
long absence to start at goalkeeper.
the Loggers got started with a rough
According
to
head
coach
Randy
To point, the changes worked.
—head coach Randy Freeman.
Freeman, conditioning was a prob- beginning.
Witzel was sharp in goal and the
Beginning with a scrimmage
lem in both games.
play of Berry and Rosselli anchored
against
the University of Califor"We
just
were
not
fit,"
Freeman
a strong defensive performance—
said. "We must work ourselves nia-Berkeley on Friday, the team
but it just wasn't enough in the
into fitness in order to put things suffered a 2-0 loss.
Fox, but two earlier shots were keeper. Unfortunately, that was
end.
On Saturday, they lost, 2-0, to
together."
The Titans, who were ranked nullified — one because of a push, the only Logger shot that really
Sonoma
State, a top NCAA DiviThis
weekend
will
be
a
good
seventh in the national NAIA poll, the other because the ball was called tested the George Fox keeper.
sion
II
team.
But, the Loggers reindication
of
how
fit
the
Loggers
out
of
bounds
before
being
kicked.
The
same
cannot
be
said
about
scored in the 75th minute to squeak
are as they play back to back home fused to give up without a fight;
Puget Sound had its chances to Witzel, though.
out a 1-0 victory. On Sunday, the
games. Trinity Western visits at they held Sonoma scoreless for
In the last three minutes of the
Loggers were downed by cross- score, too, but they came up empty
11 a.m. Saturday and then Ever- three-fourths of the game.
town rival Pacific Lutheran Uni- each time. In the 28th minute, first half, he faced three tough shots
Puget Sound wrapped up the trip
green State will be the first league
junior midfielderJason McGibbon and came up big on each one. The
versity, 4-1.
with
the 1-0 win over the Univerrival
of
the
season
on
Sunday
at
2
received
the
ball
on
a
free
kick
and,
best
save
of
the
three
came
on
a
The goal came off of a free kick
sity of San Francisco. San Franp.m.
that seemed to confuse the Puget after a couple of dribbles, launched shot that was headed from a cross
cisco ranks sixth nationally in Division I schools and plays in a
league that includes the University
of Washington and other large,
well-funded schools.
"The team never letdown in terms
of fitness and mentality," said
Stewart about the trip. "To be able
to win against such a ranked team
on their home field, and after having already played two games that
weekend, is a great success."
Stewart also praised the team's
ability and season goals.
"The goal is to go to Regionals, if
not Nationals," Stewart said.
"There is no reason that we
shouldn't be able to do that. The
team is more mature than in the last
couple of years. They are tougher
mentally and physically."
This tougher mentality should
continue with them through the
OBy Bruno Zalubil
big adjustment," said Egans, a tournament but I guess I got the job next two weeks as they again travel
nament Most Valuable Player and
Sports Editor
sophomore. "I moved to the right done," Egans said.
the Puget Sound Athlete of the
to Central Washington University,
side instead of playing in the
Week.
As a freshman last season, Egans Whitworth College, Linfield ColAndrea Egans had played the
middle. I felt a little awkward. I've led the team with 99 aces. She lege, and University of Portland.
The sophomore from Hillsboro,
middle position since she was in Oregon, tallied a team-high 61 kills.
been trained as a middle since my
finished third on the team with 330
If the first games are any indicahigh school.
high school days."
She had 10 blocks, including six
kills and fifth with 259 digs.
tion of the rest of the schedule, the
Last weekend, when she moved solo denials. She added 35 digs
Egans was moved to the right to
She and Wendy Weise were the women's soccer team is in for a
to the right side position for the and 14 service aces with her tradefill the hole made when Melissa only two players to appear in all 51 great season.
Puget Sound volleyball team, she mark jump serve.
Goellner graduated last May.
games last season as the team comwas named the Willamette Tour"I didn't feel like I had a banner piled a 39-12 overall record.
"Actually the tournament was a

Defensive positioning fails to produce
Men's soccer victories as season opens

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS

Men's Soccer —
Saturday, 11 a.m. at Baker Stadium vs. Trinity Western University
Sunday, 2 p.m. at Baker Stadium vs. The Evergreen State College

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
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Athletics and Academics:
Logger volleyball excels at them both

taking names," Emmons said. "The
defense is going to be very strong
this year."
In the defensive backfield, the
Loggers should continue to be
strong. The unit led the ML Rainier
League with 20 interceptions in
1992.
Sophomore Mark Acohido and
junior Justin Johnson both made
life miserable for opposing quarterbacks, combining for seven interceptions.
Junior safety James Ward led the
Loggers in 1992 with 54 tackles.
Also, the return of Glenn Veil,
Ricardo Aguirre, Steve Feeney and
Chris Allen from injuries should
make the secondary tough for offenses to deal with.

❑ By Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
Hammering through a rigorous
sports schedule and handling the
steady work-load of academia, one
can only imagine the difficulty of
concentrating on both simulta-

For that accomplishment, the
team was awarded with the 1993
American Volleyball Coaches Association Team Academic Award.
"We are always excited when
the hard work and dedication of
our athletes is recognized both academically and athletically," said

"Our volleyball program has been very successful and we are proud of Coach (Robert)
Kim and the Logger players for earning such
accolades."

Special Teams —
Special teams should be something for the Loggers to take pride
in this season.
Leading the special teams is allAmerican honorable mention and
co-captain Todd Cooley.
"Punting is a key part of the
game," Hjelseth said. "If we can
average 45 yards per kick compared to our opponents 35 yards,
that just pushes them farther from
where they want to be, and gives us
a clear advantage."
Cooley holds the record for the
longest punt in Logger history — a
72 yarder he uncorked last season
— and he finished the season as
the league's leading punter with a
43.9 yard average.
"It's always great to have such a
top player," Hjelseth said.
Beyond his punting duties,
Cooley is also be challenging for
the place kicking duties.

neously.
Most fail to juggle both athletics
and academics. But the 1992 Puget
Sound volleyball team has proven
that both can be done and done
exceptionally.
Last season the Loggers were the
NAIA District 1 Champions, the
B i-District Champions and played
at the National Tournament. And,
through it all, the entire team also
maintained a 3.3 Grade Point Average.

Athletic Director Dr. Dick Ulrich.
"Our volleyball program has been
very successful and we are proud
of Coach (Robert) Kim and the
Logger players for earning such
accolades."
A total of 63 educational institutions at various levels across the
country received the award. Fortyfour recipients were high schools
and six were at the NCAA Division I level. Puget Sound was one
of seven NAIA schools to receive
the award.

u es u er leuo

— Athletic Director Dr. Dick Ulrich

After a trip to the NAIA National Tournament last season, Puget
Sound volleyball refuses to let high expectations ruin its bid for a
return. Coach Robert Kim has compiled a 264-100 record in his nine
seasons with the Loggers. In 1993, the Loggers are 8-0.

THE ONLY PUB IN TACOMA SERVING

True Imperial Pints
20 OUNCES.
The Best Deal In Town!

Frank Thomas and
strong pitching.
See ya in October.

NW Microbrew Headquarters
30 BEERS ON TAP

Find all your espresso favorites at...

Restaurant/Pub
272-3435
611 North Pine

E5PIP■€550

LATE rlIGHT
A

corrcc

Close to Campus1 /2 block off Sixth Ave

15AR

new place to lounse, study and excape from campus

Fresh Pastries and Desserts, Soups, etc.

neW Granita - a frozen espresso treat
3 blocks from The Engine House
Just a few blocks from school
7002 6th Ave 572-4)09

Shkabrah Java

Hours:

Coupon for

Monday thru Thurs
6AM-12AM
6AM-1AM
Friday
7AM-1AM
Saturday
7AM-10PM
Sunday

$1
Latte/Mocha
L expires 9/15/93

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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DOG DOLLARS

UPS
SPECIAL:
1/2
PRICE

DOG DOLLARS DOG DOLLARS

1/2 Price 7"
Three-Cheese
Pizza!
Additional toppings
only .75 ea.
One coupon per person/visit
Expires: Sept.30, 1993

DOG DOLLARS DOG DOLLARS DOG DOLLARS

Open 11am to 2am Every Day
Completely NonSmoking Must be 21-ID Required
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V-BALL from page 12
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Setter Lindsey Cameron and outonly one senior and two juniors
side hitters Denise Alton and Mino
when Griffin plays.
to work out."
McLean
are
the
new
freshmen.
"We may have some mental
Volkel had 54 kills and sophoThey
will
have
big
shoes
to
fill
lapses
because of the inexperimore Wendy Weise added 29 more.
Janice Lwin, a sophomore, con- because Matthews led the team ence," head coach Robert Kim said.
tributed 230 assists. Egans, who with 1,066 assists and Goellner "Our strength is our cohesiveness.
was playing on the right rather in finished with 246 kills (fourth on They like each other a lot. But it's
still a real young
her normal middle poteam."
sition, led Puget Sound
But if anyone
with 61 kills.
can
lead this inThe team's strength
experienced
will be its cohesiveness.
"We lost a big part of our team in
group back to the
Gone from last season's
National TournaKendra
and
Melissa,
but
we
have
team — which finished
ment, it is Robert
39-12 overall and 9-1 in
a
bunch
of
freshmen
coming
in.
I
Kim.
NAIA District 1 play —
Since he came
don't
see
a
big
problem
in
replacare Melissa Goellner,
to Puget Sound in
Kendra Matthews and
ing the ability, but the personal1985, Kim has
Ann Calistro.
had
phenomenal
"We lost a big part of
ity will be different. It is a differsuccess. He has
our team in Kendra and
coached the Logent team but it's really not."
Melissa, but we have a
gers to a 256-100
bunch of freshmen com—
Junior
Heidi
Moritz
(.719) record
ing in," said Heidi Moritz,
over his nine
a junior with a deadly
years. Last seaspike. "I don't see a big
son
was the third
problem in replacing the
time he had led
ability, but the personal"(This) is a fun team. I like this
the Loggers to
ity will be different. It is a
the National
different team but it's reteam a lot. I wouldn't trade this
Tournament. In
ally not."
team for anybody's (team)."
1986 his team
Returning for another
finished third in
season is Nancy Volkel,
— Coach Robert Kim
the nation with a
who led the team will 416
46-7
overall
kills and 463 digs. Moritz
record.
was second on the team
"(This) is a fun
with 408 kills and third
team,"
Kim said.
with 39 aces and 343 digs.
"I like this team
Wendy Weise, a sophoa lot. I wouldn't trade this team for
more, started every match last sea- the team), 110 assists (third) and
anybody's (team)."
son and finished with 181 kills, 399 digs (second).
But, the team, even with its imTo repeat as District 1 champi308 digs and 43 aces.
pressive
returning
numbers,
is
still
ons,
the Loggers will have several
Egans, who also started every
tough teams to defeat. Western
match, led the team with 99 aces inexperienced. The tentative startlast season. Shc also finished with ing lineup— Volkel, Moritz, Lwin, Washington University and CenWeise, Egans and either Sarah
tral Washington University are at
330 kills and 259 digs.
Zeisler or Tara Griffin — includes the top of the list but Kim refuses
to count any teams out.
"I look forward to all of the teams
to be tough," Kim said.
This Friday the Loggers will
travel to Spokane for the 16-team
Whitworth Tournament. There
Think you missed the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Think again. With
Puget Sound will be in a pool with
Northern Montana, Whitman and
the new on-demand GRE;t you could be taking the test tomorrow. And see
Linfield College again.
your score the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days
Most of the top District 1 teams
later, in plenty of time for most schools' deadlines. Call now for instant
will beat the tournament making it
Educational Testing Service
an early test for the Loggers.
registration.

Andrea Egans led the Loggers with 99 service aces last season and she
has already been named Most Valuable Player for a tournament this
season.

Remember to support Loggers sports!

Part alike Sylvan Learnsng Center Network

1•800-GREA SA P

Special for UPS students with I.D
;IP

DO

Honoring a
friend or loved
one has never
been easier.
1-800-242-8721

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, offers an intensive ABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYERS ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.

The American Heart
Association Memorial Program.
An Investment in Life.

A representative will be on campus

American Heart it •
Association IR

Tuesday, October 26, 1993
9:00 am – 11:00 am
TBA – see Career Services
For more Information
contact your career center at

UPS
Uni‘crNly

of San Diego

1o'A•

$145 per semester
756-3250

Lawyer's Assistant Program

5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110-2492
(619) 260-4579

Name

Taught by

Master Instructor
5th Degree Black Be t
Sungdo Hong

Current

Address
City

Current Phone II
Permanent Phone

o

6509 - 6th Avenue
State

Zip

Tacoma, WA 98406
(206) 564-5420

•
6th Avenue

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK!
For your Fraternity, Sorority, & club.
Plus get $1,000 for yourself
and a free T-shirt just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ex.75

RESEARCH FIFORMABON
Largest Library of Information in U.S.
19,278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

800-351-0222
Or. rush $2 00 to Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
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Letter from the Editor
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Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students,
the University, or its Board of Trustees. Staff
Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the
opinion of the majority of the core staff. Guest
opinions are printed at the discretion of the
Opinions Editor. The Trail reserves the right
not to print letters over two hundred words,
and to edit any letters printed. All letters must
have a signature and a phone number and
are due no later than Tuesday at noon.
Anonymous letters will be printed only at the
discretion of the Editor. Letters and other
correspondence may be addressed to: The
Trail, University of Puget Sound, 1500
N.Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416.

It's time for both sides to talk
About what I said
last spring...
JI3y John Tocher
Staff Writer
I'm here to clarify a few things.
As some of you might remember, I wrote an editorial last semester called 'What if we threw a war
and only theJunior Faculty came?'
Yep, that was me.
That article was written at a time
when it felt like most of the administration was going to once again
remain silent on several studentrelated issues until it all blew over.
I, for one, was not about to let this
happen. I wanted to make a point
that there is nothing quite as infuriating at college than to be treated
like a child. We down here at The
Trail, along with a handful of
'younger' faculty members, complained because we wanted nothing more than to know that UPS
was not harboring any injustices
behind its ivy-bound doors. Instead of an explanation, we had
silence.
I pointed out that most of us here
at The Trail were returning this fall
and we would still be clamoring
for one single reason why changes
in existing policies shouldn't be
made. And yes, I did write, "Dear
Senior Faculty: We're going to be
all over your asses next year like
flies on. . . .well you know the

Q

score."
A little angry, I'll admit. I've
spoken with a remarkable number
of faculty members who seemed
not only chagrined at this statement, but remarkably familiar with
it. Allow me to clarify. Whether or
not you believe this, The Trail is
not out to get anybody. All any of
us want to know is that the administration will not tolerate sexual
harassment within its ranks, and
that quality faculty members are
safe from tenure denials, even if
they don't get along with the de-

This paper is not
about being a campus lynch mob. It's a
forum, so let's use it.

'But that editorial was so vindictive!' I'm told. I'd like to point out
that I was pleading for a response,
not a human head on a pike. A little
acknowledgement that there was
something amiss.
Fortunately, things started to
change. A studentprotest rally was
organized complete with media,
President Pierce called a forum of
her own, a sexual harassment contact person was named, Dean
Dodson left, Dean Davis announced his retirement plans,

sexual harassment expert Bernice
Sandler arrived to consult with faculty and students, the policies were
reviewed, and it looked as though,
come September, that the faculty
code revisions would pass.
You may not believe me, but I'm
satisfied. I'm impressed with President Pierce's performance during
her first turbulent year. I hope there
are no hard feelings.
As for the editorial section in The
Trail, I propose that it's time to
start writing in about both pros and
cons. We're not going to abduct
any faculty member on the way to
the Letters to the Editors box for
submitting reasons against Bill
Breitenbach's faculty code proposal. This paper is not about being a campus lynch mob. It's a
forum, so let's use it.
So with all that off my chest, I'm
here to throw out the first ball of
the season:
(Ahem!) Even if the collegiality
clause is removed from the Faculty Code, the bad apples can be
still be denied tenure via the things
that make them poor instructors:
proof of plagiarism, harassment,
anti-Semetism,missedoffice hours,
whatever. Furthermore, the likelihood that the good apples will be
denied tenure on grounds unrelated to their role as an educator
will be greatly reduced.
Any takers?

uestion o the Week:

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!
Now, without further ado: This is The Trail.
Welcome back to all the veterans and welcome to all the confused new
students. We, The Trail, are and will always be a student-run, studentfunded, campus newspaper, dedicated to accurate and interesting
reporting (or at least a close variation). With a staff of 25 (the majority
of them new) and an ample amount of caffeine near by, we plan to
produce an informative, enjoyable and even borderline quality newspaper every week. However, many of you out there are unaware of the time
and, well, basically time we put into The Trail. So, if from now and again
you spot a typo or become generally appalled with us down here, just
stop, step back and realize that we are doing our best to keep you
informed and happy.
As you can see there have been some major changes in The Trail. We
have added two new sections, The Combat Zone (an extremely libelous,
parody page that we hope will offend only the few and humor the rest)
and Trail Mix (a creative forum for those with creative minds). Not to
mention the new Calendar of Events in the A&E section for your
personal viewing pleasure. Also, both Life in Hell, the cartoon, and
creations from our very own Graphics Editor will grace the pages of The
Trail. So, enjoy the sun for the few hours that it will last, go to Seattle,
climb Rainier (or just drink one), hang out on the Hilltop or just go jump
in the Sound. Oh, and by the way, take The Trail with you. Thank you
for your support.

President's Greeting
As we enjoy the sense of beginning anew, I wanted to describe some
of the University's recent successes and outl ine for you some of our plans
for the coming year.
The summer has brought much in the way of good news. The National
Endowment for the Humanities, National Science Foundation and the
Fund for the Improvement of Post Secondary Education (FIPSE) have
given us a grant of close to $150,000 to develop Science in Context
courses. The Mellon Foundation has awarded us $250,000 to take a
national leadership role in revising our approach to undergraduate
business education. The National Science Foundation has contributed
$100,000 toward the purchase of a 300 Megahertz Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Instrument ( otherwise known as a 300 MHz NMR) to be
housed in the Chemistry Department and available broadly to faculty
and students. The Watson Foundation has named us to their list of the
nation's fifty most prestigious liberal arts institutions, thus enabling four
of our graduating seniors to compete for $15,000 fellowships for travel
and study abroad. The Department of Education has granted the Law
School $335,000 to fund an additional Law Clinic professor. We are also
making progress on our fund-raising to double the size of Jacobson
Music Auditorium, renovate the Inside Theatre and add a new 10,000
square foot fitness center.
In addition to the substantial benefits that this new financial support
provides, these awards are all signs of our national reputation for
academic excellence.
In meetings this summer with the faculty and staff, I have noted that
Puget Sound's current successes have grown out of the thoughtfulness,
deliberateness, creativity, and commitment of a great many individuals
over the past decades. In other words, we are thriving now because a
great many people have thought about our mission and about how we
could best realize it in an ever-changing world. To build on that legacy,
I have put together a "think tank," or more formally a "Task Force on the
Future: The Student and the University." Chaired by acting Dean of
Students, Judith Kay, the task force will include faculty, staff and
students who will think together about the goals and purpose of the cocurriculum and student services and recommend how we might even
more effectively meet those goals and purposes. A group of staff
members, under the leadership of George Mills, Dean of Admission and
Enrollment, will also form an on-going group to consider such questions
in an operational way. We will also be conducting two national searches:
for the Academic Vice President and Dean of the University and for the
Dean of Students. All of these activities are occasions for us to think
about how we can—to put it simply—keep on becoming better and
better.
A year ago, as I arrived at the University, I wrote that we would in fact
become all that we hoped and more. Now that I know the University
better, I am even more confident that will be the case.
I wish each of you a satisfying, productive and happy year.

Do you think beer should be o ff ered in
the Cellar?

11,4

J.L. Reasonover
"Yea, to put up with y'all
at The Trail when we're
fixin' to stay up all night."

Wade Hondo
"It would be cool if they
had local micro-brews
or beer made by students."

James Howell

"Yea, it should. It would help
the Cellar make more money
which is good for ASUPS."

rs.

Mike Tierney

"What better to be drinking a
beer in the Cellar and listening to the Undecided."
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CROSSFIRE: Geraldo

Savior of the New World or Demon Spawn?
❑ 13y Leslie A. Murray and
Kelly Kenney
Staff Pariahs
Geraldo Hater
Over the summer months I
learned some valuable truths about
the nature of the world. One of
these truths involves the fact that
blind, bottom dwelling sea creatures probably see more sun than
anyone living in Tacoma for the
summer, but that probably
wouldn't be very funny. Another
is the fact that William Burroughs
was right, and there is conspiracy
in them char hills, swimming
around us and infecting us down to
the smallest of our biological systems. Thus I come to the subject of
my most-awaited first outpouring
of wit for this academic year,
Gerald() Rivera. (Sorry, Madonna
hasn't been doing much work
lately.)
How, the leery reader may ponder, have I managed to link the
king of trash television to worldwide conspiracy? My answer is
simple. There is no feasible excuse under the vast expanse of
heaven and earth for that man to
have anyone listening to anything
he's saying other than "The Government is Doing It To Drive Us
All Insane and Thus Make Us Ripe
For Bureaucratic Control."
I know this theory to be true
because, let's just be honest with
ourselves, we all watch Geraldo. I
refuse to believe we do so based
upon his intellectual journalistic
merit. What God-loving member
of the MTV generation cannot ad
mit to, somewhere in those murky
years we call the '80's, planning
two weeks in advance to be positioned smack-dab in front of the
television for Geraldo's famed
opening of Al Capone's vault?
How many of us were shattered by
the fact that it contained absolutely
no drugs, corpses or secret files?
And, although I really feel no need
to be fair to a man who actually
used the words "fraught with peril"
in a sentence and meant it my
integrity as a journalist prompts
me to admit that my feelings may
be somewhat clouded by the bitterness that swept the core of my
being in the aftermath this disappointment.
After this cosmic failure in adolescent journalism, how could we
as decent human beings, join in
groups and discuss the paraplegic

stripper he interviewed onJuly 12,
1989 or any of the multiple shows
which have highlighted women
imprisoned in their homes by their
husbands? In fact it's quite frightening that when one says,"Did you
see the Geraldo where ?," most
of us have. It can only be brainwashing of the most cryptic sort.
I suppose we would all have to
admit, however, that while it may
be both fun and simple to blame
the entire catastrophe that is Mr.
Rivera on the government, we ourselves are somewhat to blame.
Let's just stop the endless denial
and face the undeniable truth that,
yes, we do all loyally tune in at
4:00 and 11:30 in hopes that he
will put Nazis and civil rights activists on again and someone will
bean him in the face with furniture.
Or something bigger. Like a two
by four. Or a boat.
The saddest part of this vicious
cycle lies in the unspoken truth we
all know, but shudder to believe.
You cannot kill Geraldo. He's like
some really oily horror movie creation that lives through chair beatings and comes back to suck more
blood from the collective American mind. I am positive that when
the smoke clears after the nuclear
holocaust Geraldo, along with Neil
Young, Keith Richards and the
cockroaches, will be left to
repopulate the earth. In fact, I
think he may very well be the AntiChrist. The future isn't pretty.
What can we do, you, the loyal
reader cries, hoping for salvation
from 10,000 more years (yes, he
could possibly live this long) of
really, really fat people who found

year or so, I'll have a bucket of
cyanide-laced Kool-aid waiting for
all of us in The Trail office, and we
shall find release.
In the mean time, I think I'll just
keep watching, hoping for the day
that I hear the words,"Big, Angry
Men with Automatic Weapons
Who Hate Hispanic-Jewish Talk
Show Hosts Next Geraldo."

If integrity is a cold sore, then
Geraldo Rivera's got an ugly
mouth.
If Jesus is a hot dog, then Gerald()
is a warm, white oblong of soft,
folded bread surrounding the Savior and embracing His juices.
If racism is a boil, then Geraldo
is a lance, warm and sterile, that
penetrates America's infected skin
and scatters the pus to the wind, in
droplets too small to be seen with
the naked eye.
If topless-waitress-burn-victimswith-husbands-on-sex-change-operation-waiting-lists-and-the-lesbian-mailwomen-who-love-themin-a-platonic-way-but-would-liketo-become-intimate-but-can't-because-they've-been-hurt-one-twomany-times-by-others-in-similarcircumstances are that one dirty
glass found right after that greasy
pork chop casserole dish was
washed, then darn if Geraldo isn't
the dish detergent that takes that

grease right out of your way.
Geraldo Rivera has a parking
place reserved right next to God's
at the convenience store way up
above.
But perhaps my conviction, my

....
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knowledge that this is true, truer
than lip gloss, truer than welcome
mats; perhaps this, my opinion,
isn't enough to persuade you, o
midday cynic.
And so I say unto you: really, it
is.

vault, and Geraldo Rivera was ness. Never seen her chase down
gonna find out what was in it. Fi- John Gotti or chat with Charlie
nally! A guy who's not just sitting Manson. She's a softie.
around moaning about, "Oh jeez,
Geraldo Rivera: Giver. Nurturer.
Capone's got a vault. Man I'd love Tough as nails. He rides a motorto get into that. But, but, but...I cycle, boxes, and risks his life with
don't know. What if it's booby every new guest. He's used the
trapped?" HA. Double Ha. Did word scum and shaken his head in
that stop my man? I don't think so. dismay at the steady decline of
He was there as the workers sweat- America's apathy generation. Only
ily beat and burned and pulled and he has been brave enough to ask
he was there when the first light the question, "So why did the bear
since the Depression fell continue to kill you?" Geraldo eats
onto...well, yeah it was empty. But the meal of life and always asks for
there might have been great riches, seconds.
or dancing girls, or the Col.'s SeI think it's fairly obvious who's
cret Recipe, or Dick Clark's at the top. He's got 1,000 shows
birthdate, or Amelia Earhart, or under his belt and is just getting
baby space people, or just about a warmed up. When God comes back
hundred MILLION other things pissed and throwing thunderbolts
that could have put mankind right like little pebbles (God's tough,
back on track. I sure didn't see Dan God's got P.R., God's a badass)
Rather out there in the dust. In fact, Geraldo's gonna be there pushing
I don't think Dan Rather would his mike up to that glowing beak
have had the balls to even use the and Geraldo's the one who's gonna
words Capone and Vault in the get the one on one and Geraldo's
same sentence.
the guy who's gonna ask about the
Yeah. Let's just compare and platypus and Geraldo's the guy
contrast here for a m inute.
who's gonna shake the hand of the
Connie Chung: A top of the line almighty and stop by later for a
newschick. Interviewed presidents, beer. Can I get an Amen?
kings, other important guys. Ever
beat up a Nazi, Connie? Say no
Geraldo Hater Rebutt
more.
Dan Rather: I think we've alKelly, you are an infidel and deready covered this, but just to rub it serve to be squashed like the slimy
in: Hurricane guy, war guy, kind vermin you follow. Watch your
of a disaster man. Top-rated news nose, boy, I'm going to thump it
program around. Hey Dan, ever with my dishwasher.
kissed a girl in a wheelchair on
national television? You wouldn't
The Man's Defense
foul your precious lips.
Tom Brokaw: NBC. First-name
Yea, the righteous stand alone.
basis with David Letterman. Seen Forgive her, Geraldo, she knows
him on location. His nose has been not what she does.
unbroken his entire life. Wimp.
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Kelly, you are an infidel
and deserve to be
squashed like the slimy
vermin you follow.
Watch your nose, boy,
I'm going to thump it
with my dishwasher

Phil Donahue: Caller? Caller?
Caller? Are you there? Caller?
Oprah Winfrey: Seen her cry.
Seen her battle personal demons,
weight, man, money. Seen her put
the microphone to her head in sad-

Yea, the righteous
stand alone. Forgive
her, Geraldo, she
knows not what she
does.

Geraldo Lover

-

true love and men who will only
date women with Porsches?
NOTHING. We are a hopeless
doomed people. I recommend mass
suicide at once.
Well...perhaps it's not that bad.
But if things don't turn around in a

Follow me back, if you will, back,
back into the Eighties when men
were men and shoes were neon. I
can recall a certain seventh or
eighth grade night when I first heard
the news: Al Capone had a secret
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The innocent fall prey to the deceptors of human kind
❑ By Karen Harkins

Opinions Copy Editor
truly search for truth (let alone
figure out what it is) in our world
today. Every source of information available, at least nationally,
is manipulated. Media, as a whole,
impairs our understanding of just
about everything, especially political issues.
Now that I've decided the press
is the bad guy, I've decided to join
the ranks of evil. The deceptors of
human kind are now a part of my
life. And what I have learned in the
past week and a half on the staff of
The Trail is that the other people
on the staff are just like me. None
of them are truly evil. I haven't
met a single person, yet, who writes
for a paper thinking they will use
their power as a method for persuading the public's opinions (except, of course, those of us who
write in the Opinions section).

This summer I figured out the
meaning of life. I think the meaning of life is to search for the truth
in everything we do. I realize this
is a vague goal, but that's why it
applies to everyone and everything.
If we search for the truth, always
try to do what's right, and basically live decently, we have probably accomplished a lot. Unfortunately, it is nearly impossible to

Now that I've decided the press
is the bad guy, I've decided to
join the ranks of evil.

I have never worked at a newspaper before. I have never wanted to.
As a matter of fact, every reporter
or writer I have spoken with about
the media's influence on public
opinion as explained that her goal
was to report important, objective
material so that the public could
make informed decisions regarding political and social issues. And
I think it's a pretty good cause.
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Freedom of choice is only possible
if the public is given options. Unfortunately, media is so strongly
influenced by its sources and financial support that it can never
truly be unbiased.
If the media only reports prejudiced information, how can anyone possibly be left alone with her
critical thinking skills to make a
decision? I figure there must be
another reason to account for biased news. First of all, many journalists will argue that they can
report objectively by balancing the
facts and reporting both sides of an
issue. Doesn't the writer determine
which facts are important to the
overall story? Then the writer definitely has the power to persuade a
reader into a particular way of looking at an issue. Basically, what
I'm saying is that reporters are
human. Nobody can receive that
much information on an issue and
not formulate an opinion. Nobody
intelligent, anyway. So, because
reporters are human, they interpret
the details given to them. They
can't help it.
But let's assume that there are
some super-human reporters who
can remain completely objective.
Their articles are still going to be
skewed. I think this is especially
true when reporting news issues.
On the national scale, information
reported by by journalists is biased
when they receive it. This is because most reporters get their information right from the politicians. Even "leaks" are often
planned. I'll admit, there are some
exceptions (like Watergate), but in
terms of policies, journalists are
only told what the government or
special interest groups want the
public to know. So, in a sense, the
government does control the media. And even journalists who
seek information from other
sources are, again, going to be told
only what the sources want the
public to know. So the articles are
not only biased in terms of the
reporter's beliefs, but they are limited to what the policy-makers want
people to know.
Furthermore, there is definitely

a "mainstream ideology" in our
society. I call it this because I think
all ideas basically fall into one
huge category. Nothing unusual
or exotic is reported seriously. The
public doesn't want to hear it and
the advertisers don 't want it printed.
This "mainstream ideology" influences the media because all national media basically falls within
a certain guideline. And even
though we think we are getting a
diversity of opinions (because there
are so many sources of information), it's really just a facade. We
think there is diversity because
that's what the media wants us to
think. Ultimately, news is limited.
When a form of media reaches the
national scale, it is immediately
appropriated to the center of the
spectrum. For example, magazines which are considered to be
liberal, like Utne., are not radical at
all. The magazine would not receive the necessary financial support or readership necessary to
maintain its national exposure if it
reported radical ideas. This limitation can be seen in news media
all over the place. Another example
is the 1992 presidential elections.
There were eleven people running
for office and only three of them
received national coverage. What
happened to the other eight? They
didn't fit into our mainstream; their
views were too far right or too far
left for the general public to swallow. So they were ignored. Even
The Trail, which is far from nationally acclaimed (as of yet), plays
to a certain audience. It is probably safe to say that nothing really
radical will be written because the
campus leans to the conservative
side. And besides, there are too
many parents who are subscribers
to The Trail. We wouldn't want to
rock the boat. So, in a way, it all
comes back to money. What a
surprise in America.
So, ultimately, we, as readers
want it all. Or maybe that's not a
fair generalization to make. I guess
it would be more accurate to say, I,
as a reader, want to receive unbiased information; I want somebody to tell me every angle of
every issue so that I can make a
decision based on all the facts.
What I'm asking is that politicians
become ethical and work for the
basic good of their constituents,
that journalists analyze nothing and
report exactly what information
they receive, that advertising stops
controlling the media, and the public becomes more open-minded so
that everything isn't so
mainstreamed. The only true diversity of opinions will come once
we jump over all of these hurdles.

Generation X clings to "Safety Net-ism" blanket
By Stacey George

Opinions Editor

Now that the year has started in full
force, many seniors are beginning to
look through that blurry opening into
the future. What they once thought
looked so promising, seems to have
suddenly turned bleak. I have spent
many hours faithfully listening to my
classmates express their anxieties about
their future. Over and over again I see
the panic set in when they are asked the

big one, "What are your plans after
school?"
Are we really prepared for our future? Will we be able to make the best
of our liberal arts education? Or, metaphorically speaking, will our education be worth as much as a car without
an engine? Maybe it is not only the
fear of dealing with societal reality
outside the lush walls of UPS, but
rather severing all financial ties with
our parents. As Douglas Coupland, the
author of Generation X, once termed
it, "Safety Net-ism: The belief that
there will always be a financial and
emotional safety net to buffer life's
hurts. Usually parents."
Coupland focuses Generation X towards those born in the late fifties and
sixties. However, his words reverberate throughout today's college generation. Are we just a superfluous breed
of Generation X or are we the conception of a new and more demanding

generation? At any rate, back to the
point of parents. Coupland suggests
that we should be grateful for our parents love and [financial] support. In
return, we are expected to move on
intrepidly towards the future. However, will they ever understand the
future that we face? He simply demands:
"Eat them. Accept them as a part of
getting you to here, and get on with
life. Write them off as a business
expense....Give parents the tiniest of
confidences and they'll use them as
crowbars to jimmy you open and rearrange your life with no perspective.
Sometimes I'd just like to mace them.
I want to tell them that I envy their
upbringings that were so clean, so free
offuturelessness. And I want to throttle
them for blithely handing over the
world to us like so much skid-marked
underwear."
Futurelessness, sound familiar? One

alternative is to join the majority of the
graduate population and attend graduate school. Is it an easy way out, or will
it be necessary to have a Ph.D. to work
at McDonald's? I often contemplate
our positions in society as we will be
thrown into a future that is laden with
economic fragility. However, is it necessary to be looking so far into our
futures when we are having a hard
enough time figuring out where we are
right this moment? The future may
have an impact on our present decisions, but should our decisions be controlled by the would "if's?" Why not
Carpe Diem dammit? Why not wake
up and take a good look at your surroundings and say, "Yes! I'm glad to
be alive and free from reality!" I know
that I don't want to be sitting around in
my more advanced years reflecting on
my college life as a time of unnecessary crisis. First of all, I hope that I can
just remember my college years; sec-

ondly, I would like to remember them
as being carefree. Why can't we set
forth with an insouciant attitude about
our future and commit our selves to the
hedonistic philosophy of life? After
all, they made a movie about these
type of people. It is called "Slackers."
The movie has no point, which is the
point. The camera just follows around
random people as they fulfill their day
to day lives. Some of them verbally
reflect on past experiences, but none
of them ever consider their futures.
They are just there, living, breathing,
and eating. They don't have anything
holding them back from doing what
they want to do. They may be broke,
but hey, they're happy.
Who is stopping us anyway? Don't
worry about what is to come. As they
say in Western Colorado, "Silt happens." How can we avoid the inevitable?
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Plant Department solves Jones Circle dilemma
JBy Vernon Nigel
Zone Plebian

"In the past we've decided
against adding anothersidewalk
across Jones Circle because it
upset the Classical balance of
the area," Plant Department
Ambiance Specialist Ted Fern
said in an interview last Friday
in front of Jones Fountain.
"However, we never stopped
looking for a solution to the
inevitable muddy trench that
points from the SUB to the library. For awhile we put up
signs that said, 'Please use sidewalks. — Fern added with a
chuckle, "that was a really lame
idea, even by my standards."
In a compromise designed to
eliminate further trampling - of
the grass and still maintain the
landscape's symmetry, not one
but two identical concrete paths
will be added, one leading toward the library and one leading toward the SUB.
The new design, pictured
above, was passed unanimously
by the Board of Trustees. Remarked one Trustee, "I like it. It

Jones Circle (proposed)

Freshmen Tips:

speaks to me. It says, 'Here is a
design that is truly representative of the administration and
much of our student body.'"
"And to think we actually considered planting pyracantha
bushes instead. Hoo-hoo, now
that would have been ugly."
Fern said.

Soap Watch
LiBy Cindy Rhinestone
Staff Gossip

Last year's sudsiest soap opera in review for the uninitiated:
"All My Students"
It's official, as you insiders
may know: despite a drawn-out
legal battle that looked as if it
was going his way, Harmen will
be leaving the show. After it
was revealed last season that
his unexplained departure was
due to multiple sexual harassment allegations, his breach of
contract suit was closed and he
was slapped with a gag order.
Ouch! You'll be able to catch
him on a different station,
though, where you'll find him
in "One Lie to Live." More
cliffhangers will be resolved this
season as well— Remember
how just as things between
Datsun and Susan were heating
up, Datsun announced his resignation, effective immediately? Two weeks before the

end of the semester? Sounds
suspicious to me. But don't
count Datsun out yet. Maybe he
has another crafty scheme up
his sleeve. Jim announced his
plans to retire; will he make
good on them? Speaking of
Datsun and flaring tempers,
Syd's contract with "All My
Students" is over. And with
Maria not around, it is not clear
who will be the show's next
feminist heroine. Have their efforts to redraft the sexual harassment policies been in vain?
Will they even be followed?
Have all key feminist players
been eradicated from campus?
Time will tell. Keep your fingers crossed, Soap Watchers!
Speaking of injustice, as you
may or may not know, Dan Jr.
was sentenced to 27 months for
embezzling $340,000 as Security Director, but a little birdy
tells me that with the kind of
Trustee power that runs the
Tacoma Tigers, his appeal

0®

might just have some surprises
in store. And what about Beth?
Rumor is true— she is suing the
school, alleging that no less than
three professors are guilty of
sexual misconduct! Can it be
true or did a little purple dye get
to her brain? This will rattle
Susan's already ( shaky ?)presidency for sure in the eyes of
otherup-and-coming liberal arts
schools. Here's a tip: expect to
see ratings go up right along
with tuition this January! And
don't forget to watch for hunko-rama Hans to speak out on the
subject in laterepisodes! Meanwhile, unbeknownst to everyone, Laura appealed her tenure
decision and now claims she
wasn't denied tenure! What
happened there? Did everybody
get conned? Was it a cover up?
Did the university have a change
of heart? And why isn't she
staying? All I can say is: STAY
TUNED!!!

Cut across Jones Circle. After all, that's why it's there.
Calculate a ten percent tuition increase for the next three
years and send it in now.
Seek out minorities on campus and ask them personal questions about their experiences
with racism. If you can, work in
the phrase, "you people." They
just love that.
And if you are, by some 11%
chance, a minority, play hide &
go seek with the Arches
Beware
phototographer.
though: they're very good at it.
Try not to spend too much
time in Langlow House. There
have been a few mysterious
deaths connected with that
house over the years. Probably
nothing to worry about, though,
really.
Believe everything They tell

you. The administration would
never, never, ever seek to mislead you in any way.
We want to emphasize once
again that The Trail is not, repeat not a communist newspaper. That whole Marxism rally
thing was a joke. So was the
book-burning. And so were all
those editorials about that proletariat stuff.
Contemplate the fact that
you have committed yourself
to four years at an institution
where people drive bright pink
Miatas.
Get extra credit in your Science in Context core by submitting your roommates' monthold leftovers.
And remember: just because
he is referred to as 'Dean Davis,'
his first name isn't actually
'Dean.'

Pro/Con: Reading The Trail
vs. the Morning News
PRO: Costs whlt it's worth.
PRO: Can deliverpoorly written letters to the editor and still
get them published.
PRO: No 'Family Circle.
PRO: No news about Federal
Way.
PRO: 100% guaranteed to be
hick free.
PRO: No Target ads with
TV's "Blossom" in them.

CON: Movie reviews leave
so much out that you actually
have to see the film.
CON: Too many articles
about 'Kids Can Do!'
CON: Liberal screeching affects academic freedom.
CON: Having to wade
through communist propaganda
CON:Silly putty not as effective on black & white

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been setoff from the rest of this paper. Any resemblence to any person,
place, thing, or other entity without satirical intent is strictly coincidental. So there.
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Chalet
Bowl and Restaurant
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3806 North 26th • Tacoma, WA 98407 • (206) 752-5200

UPS bowling "FUN NIGHT"
Every Thursday. . . 9 PM - 11 PM
$5.00 for UPS student (with ID)

includes: Bowling, shoe rental, soda and chips
Our facility includes: Bowling with automatic scorers,
video games, pull tabs, restaurant and lounge.
Directions: Go north on Union Ave, take a left at the stop sign on
NZ6th. Continue Z blocks and we are located on the left.

"tel great place for sport, socializing, and entertainment"

North Proctor Video Bring this AD in for

ihr

2525 N. Proctor
Tacoma, WA 98407
(206) 752-9667

1 free rental video!
expires 9/30/93

* NEW RELEASES
*CLASSICS
*FOREIGN

*X-RATED
*NINTENDO AND SUPER NINTENDO
*SALE MOVIES

WE ARE LOCATED IN THE "PROCTOR SHOPPING DISTRICT"
DIRECTIONS: Go north on Union Ave and take a left at the stop sign,on to
26th. Continue 3 blocks until you reach a stop light, we are located on the
corner on the left hand side.

"Serving the North End"

